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WASHINGTON (AP) — The price of a
gallon of imported fuel oil will drop 1.5 cents as the result of the Ford administration's decision to remove the 60-cents-abarrel import fee on refined petroleum
products,officials say.
Federal Energy Administrator Frank G.
Zarb announced the move Sunday and said
President Ford will decide soon whether or
not to remove a 32-per-barrel fee on crude
oil imports.
Dropping the 60-cent fee came as a
response to the abrupt lapse in price controls on post domestically produced oil,
which CbIdd result in higher prices and
spur inflation.
Removal of the fee on refined imports,
first imposed in April 1973, fulfilled a
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Local Student
Named To Cast
HAZEL COMMUNITY CENTER DEDICATED—County Judge and Hazel
native Robert 0. Miller officially dedicated the newly completed
Hazel community center at ceremonies Sunday. The center, which was
formerly the lunch room at the Hazel Elementary School, was purchased, along with a tract of land on the campus, and remodeled inside by the Hazel community at a cost of over $7,000. The center will
be used by various community groups. The funds for the project were
raised with local donations and aid from the county fiscal court.
Mayor Cy Miller said more donations ore needed to complete payment
on the work done, and for other work that still needs to be done.
Still Plietos

by David Hill

Special Program On Rape
Scheduled At Murray State
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Rape—a crime of violence that statistics
indicate is on an alarming increase—will
be the subject of a special program at
Murray State University at two different
times on Monday, Sept. 29.
Entitled "Rape Crisis," the presentation
sponsored for the second successive year
by the Personal Enrichment Center on the
campus is scheduled at 4:30 and 7 p. m.in
the auditorium of Mason Hall (Nursing
Building ) at 14th and Payne.
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, director of the
center, said the program is scheduled at
two different times as a convenience to
both students and staff women on the
campus and women in the community. She
suggested that husbands and fathers and
other men with responsibilities involving
females may also want to attend.
Besides a disucssion of the seriousness
of the incidence of rape—which has increased 60 percent nationally in the
number of reported cases since 1968—the
program will also include information on
rape prevention tactics and on what a rape
victim should do after the crime had been
conunitted.
Topics to be covered during the program
include rape statistics, what to do if raped,
police questioning, medical examination,
legal aspects, psychological aspects and
counseling, and prevention and self-

Cloudy and Cool
Cloudy and cool with occasional periods
of light rain today, tonight and Tuesday.
High today and Tuesday in the upper 60s
and low tonight in the mid 50s. Wednesday
cloudy and cool with a chance of rain.

defense. A movie entitled "Nobody's
Would you like to quit smoking? If so,
Victirn" will also be shown.
Dr. Tom Muehleman at Murray State
Appearing on the program will be: Sgt.
University would like to help you.
Walt Adcox, public information officer
A professor of clinical psychology, Dr
with the Kentucky State Police; Cindy
Muehleman is beginning a year-long,
Ellis, counselor and graduate assistant;
specially -funded research
Patsy Dennison, instructor of nursing;
project
designed to develop and evaluate various
Calloway County Attorney Sid Easley;
methods of helping smokers break the
Sondra Ford, counselor and instructor;
habit.
and Jennifer Hipp, social work instructor.
Dr. Muehleman hopes to eventually be
They will form a panel for discussion and
working with at least 100 individuals, all of
to respond to questions at the conclusion of
whom will be voluntary participants in the
each program.
project, the findings of which will be
Mrs. Thurman added that the program
published in various professional journals
is intended as a service "to increase
The study, which has been funded by a
awareness so that women will take more
Committee for Institutional Studies and
calculated precautions that will perhaps
Research grant, is just getting under way
thwart a rapist."
and Dr. Muehleman and graduate
As an example of the kind of information
assistant, Bob Silber, Columbus, Ohio, are
to be offered during the program, she
outlined these facts:
—Rape has the lowest conviction rate—
less than 10 percent—of all violent crimes.
— About 75 percent of all rapes are
premeditated.
•
— More than one-third occur in the
woman's house or apartment.
—Only about one in 10 rapes is reported.
—Almost one-third of the rapists know
their victims.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Presidept
—About 90 percent of all rapists carry a
Gerald Ford will visit Louisville Oct. 16,
weapon or threaten death.
according to an aide in".the office of
"These are the things women should
Republican gubernatorial candidate
understand about rape, which is on the
Robert Gable.
increase faster than any other violent
The aide said today the GOP received
crime," she continued. "And wheti
confirmation last Friday night, and plancriminologists estimate that a rape °emirs
ned to hold a $100-a-plate dinner at the
in the United States every seven minutes,
Bluegrass Convention Center.
it would certainly seem important for
* The White House would not confirm the
women to be fully informed."
visit.

President Ford

Blackout Imposed
By Negotiators
In Tappan Talks
A "news blackout" has been agreed to
by Tappan Co. and U. A. W. Local 1068
officials concerning contract negotiations
between the two parties, according to
Walter Baer, federal mediator.
A negotiating session was held Friday at
Ken-Bar Inn near Kentucky Dam and Baer
said that another session has been
scheduled at Ken-Bar on Sept. 30.
The union has been on strike at the local
plant since June 23 of this year.

Two Iniured In
Accident Saturday
Two persons were injured in a three-c&
accident Saturday afternoon at 12th and
Olive Streets, according to Murray Police.
Officers said cars driven by Imogene M.
McClure, 517 Broad, Jeri A. Lake, of
Tuscola, fli., and Marjorie N. Jeffrey, 904
North 18th were involved in the accident.
Jeri Lake sustained a concussion and
was admitted to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, and Marjorie Jeffrey
sustained minor injuries in the mishap,
according to hospital officials.
Officers said the McClure car was northbound on 12th, stopped at the traffic light
which was yellow; the Lake car was southbound on 12th, and the Jeffrey car was
eastbound on Olive, making a right turn
onto 12th, when the accident occurred.
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Miss Hearst May Take Witness
Stand In Effort To Get Release
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Patricia
Hearst may take the witness stand
Tuesday in an effort to convince a skeptical federal judge that she is a safe risk to
be freed on bail, according to one of her attorneys.
Meanwhile, two newspapers today
reported that FBI agents discovered a
seven-page document
criticism bY Miss Hearst of two Syrri\
bionese Liberation Army companions.
Reports of the document emerged as
defense attorneys for Miss Hearst
prepared for Tuesday's bail hearing and
amid investigation of possible Links between the SLA and terrorist bombings.
Attorney James M. MacInnis had said
testify," but
Sunday that Miss Hearst

seeking volunteers with whom to work.
Anyone wishing to participate should
contact either Dr. Muehleman of Silber at
the Department of Psychology at the
University. The telephone number is 762605.
Generally, the research work will be
done on an individualized basis, although
the entire group may meet together from
time to time, Dr. Muehleman said, emphasizing that convenient one-to-one
orientation and consultation sessions are
being arranged.
Letters seeking participants have been
sent to physicians across the University's
region, he said, pointing out that participation is strictly volunteer and that
there is no cost to the subjects.
"While there is no guarantee of success,
the techniques used have shown promise,
and we expect a higher than average
success rate," Dr. Muehleman said.

Jana Jones of Murray, a freshman at
Murray State University, has been
selected as one of the 17 cast members for
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," the
first major production of the year by the
University Theatre Oct. 8-11.
Miss Jones, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones of 1608 Keenland Drive, is
a theatre arts and elementary education
major at the university. She will play the
role of Nurse Retched in the production.
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," a
two-act tragic comedy by playwright Dale
Wasserman taken from the novel by Ken
Kesey, is about a devil-may-care rogue
who contrives to serve a short sentence in
an airy mental institute rather than at
hard work in a prison. He suddenly learns
It was a mistake when a friendly game
turns into a life and death struggle of wills.
Curtain time each evening is 8 p.m. at
the University Theatre in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Admission is $2 or by
season ticket which is $4. Tickets may be
obtained by contacting the University
Theatre, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, ( telephone 502-7674421.

pledge made by -Ford to act if domestic
controls ended. The antiinflationary move
was made retroactive to Sept. 1 when
domestic controls lapsed.
In the absence of price controls, refiners
and importers are not legally bound to
pass on the saving to consumers, but Zarb
said he believed they would pass the
benefits along because of current market
resistance to higher prices.
The 60-cent fee covered refined fuel oil,
gasoline and jet fuel. The expected 1.5-cent
reduction in prices will primarily affect
the New England and Middle Atlantic
states where most refined imports are
used.
U.S. consumption during midwinter of
last year ran to about 2.4 million barrels a
day of imported refined products, the
great bulk of it for fuel oil. Refined imports
made up about 14 per cent of the national
total of refined petroleum products consumed last year.
If Ford also decides to drop the $2-perbarrel fee on imported crude, the price of
petroleum products nationwide is expected to drop by about 3 cents per gallon.
But if oil companies raise the price of the
domestically produced oil that became
free of price controls Sept. 1, the retail
price is expected to show a net increase of
about 3 cents a gallon, according to administration estimates.

he later said.
ban guerrilla" when booked.
"Miss Hearst may testify. If she does
In revoking the previously set 8500,000
not, she will make a statement and file an
bail, U. S. District Court Judge Oliver J.
affidavit. These latter (the statement and
Carter said Friday: "In this case, we have
affadavit) are not subject to crossa person who has announced to the world
examination."
with others their revolution against the
Randoph and Catherine Hearst also will
system. They said it to the world and then
testify that their 21-year-old daughter .
punctuated it with gunfire."
abouldhe released to them on minimal or
Attorry James'L: Browtitrig,---thr
no bail, said Maclnnis, a new member of
chief federal prosecutor here,said in an inMiss Hearst's defense team.
terView.over the weekend that he would
Miss Hearst was ordered held without
not oppose bail if
Hearst can convince
bail the day after her Thursday arrest,
him she will not fle
M
e
i—
'
which had ended a 19-month search for the
The San Francisco Chronicle said a sour
newspaper heiress who proclaimed
ce close to the case described the sevenallegiance to the terrorist SLA which kic174
page document as "a missive of connaped her.
demnation" addressed to SLA members
Miss Hearst gave her occupation ps "urWilliam and Emily Harris.
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TWO INJURED—Two persons were injured in a two-car accident early
today on Highway 94 West. Shirley Lamb,
Route
Two, was still in surgery late this morning,:and was to be transferred
to intensive care at the Murray-Callowa
y County
Hospital. Donny Russell was admitted with multiple lacerations and was listed
in satisfactory condition. Kentucky
State
Trooper Charles Stephenson said that a car drisen by Russell was going west
on 94 and a CV driven by Mii:Lamb
going east when the accident occurred
was
Stall Moto by David 11111
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Sew-A-Thon Planned For October 10 At Jaycee Center In Paducah

a

University for Women,
Columbus, Mississippi
Exhibits and demonitrations will be set up for
additional
useful
in
formation to the home
sewer; University of
Kentucky Extension Service will have a display,
along with nationally
known fabric manufacturers, manufacturers of
sewing accessories and

The Purchase Area SewA-Thon will be held on
October 10 at the Jaycee
Civic Center in Paducah.
The opening session begins
at 10.00 a.m., with a fashion
show presented by a fabric
company of New York. This
will be followed by 'Miss
Gail Brown, designing
dressmaker and head of
products
and
merchandising for a New York
fabric manufacturer Miss
Brown appeared on the
program last year and was
() well received, she is
making a return appearance. Following her
Vogue-Butpresentation
terick %hill present a fashion
show called "Show Stoppers.' Both fashion shows
will feature models from
(he modeling class at
Mississippi State

An evening session,
starting at 6:00 p.m. will be
held for those interested
This will be a repeat of the
day program.
The programs are being
coordinated by University
of Kentucky Extension
Homemakers and Mrs
Dean Roper, Extension
Home Economist. ,

More on Flat Teen
Who Needs Uplift
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1975 a,Cbienlo Tribune-0.y News TTnn., Inc

DEAR ABBY: This is for FLAT,the 14-year-old girl with
the 30AA bra-and for all the other women, young and old,
who wish the? were bigger:
I've been there. When I was 14, I was tall and skinny, and
wore a 32AA.
Now I'm 23 and wear a 38D. Believe me, there are better
things to wish for.
It's hard to find clothes that fit or blouses that button
without gapping. Finding a bathing suit to conceal my
top-heaviness is next to impossible. I can't wear sweaters or
t-shirts without being stared or whistled at, and I've even
been subjected-to-obacene-remarks--fmm--strengers, So tell that 14-year-old to pray that she stays small. It's
a lot easier to cope with.
PULCHRITUDINOUS IN PASADENA
DEAR "PULK": Now,let's lallr it from a male in
Oregon:
DEAR ABBY: About your reply to FLAT-the
14-year-old girl who is worried because "all the dudes go for
the built-up chicks."
You advised her to forget about those phony creams and
gimmicks to enlarge her bust. You get an A on that.
You advised her to be "patient." You get a C on -that
because many women in their 20s, 30s and 40s are still
waiting patiently for that great "miracle" to happenwhich seldom does.
You advised her to wear a padded bra so she would "at
least look better in clothes." On that, Dear Abby, you get
an F! The poor girl has already swallowed too much cultural
nonsense about a female's worth being directly related to
her chest measurement.
Abby, no intelligent man gives a hoot about the size of a
woman's breasts. It's the person they're attached to that
counts.
OREGON MALE
DEAR MALE: I'll take the A and C, but please be fair
and mark that F up to a D.
I agree, we should accept the bodies God gave us, but
most insecure adolescents need a little bolstering (and
upholstering) until they attain that enviable state of total
maturity.
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DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with your advice.
However, your response to the poor, flat-chested 14-year-old
girl ("get a padded bra") was a crock of polyfoam!
A-OK
DEAR ABBY: When I read the letter from FLAT, I felt
I should reply.
One of my best friends is 14, and she's also flat, but she's
the most popular girl with the boys at the parties we have.
She may be flat, but she has a wonderful personality, and
people just love to be around her. She's very kind and never
puts anybody down and is the kind of person who makes
friends right away with girls and boys, too.
Sure, there are a lot of boys who just want a girl for her
body, but who needs a guy like that?
I'm 14, 5-foot-8, 119 lbs. and don't have much of a bust
either, but it doesn't bother me a bit because the right kind
of boy won't care.
FLAT AND HAPPY

" TA!NCB CONOLCTION
wrra ACTION,CNAM,MINING
ACNTI,runs,moons,snOOTOVII
COAS13."
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HELD OVER!

DEAR ABBY: Tell FLAT to thank God for her healthy
little breasts. May they always remain healthy. Sign me...
DOUBLE MASTECTOMY
DEAR ABBY: May I give FLAT a little advice?
If you envy all those big-busted girls because the boys
look at them, you'd better be glad they're looking at THEM
and not you!
I'm 15 and also flat, but I consider myself lucky because
when a boy looks at me, I know it's not because I'm
big-busted.
So consider yourself lucky, because when the right guy
comes along, he'll love you for what you are, not for what
you have!
FLAT AD HAPPY
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THE CONVENIENCE OF ICE CREAM

Frances Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

FRENCH TOAST
When you make French toast,
try adding a little sugar to the
egg-and-milk mixture in which
you dip the bread. The addition,
helps the bread brown well
when it is fried.

I 111,1111+1.S=

by Laurence M. hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

SEPTEMBER 23, 1975

September 16, 1975
' Adults 132
Nursery 8
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
David T. McKinney, Rt. 2,
Benton, Mrs. Juanita M.
Barrow, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Joe E.Tarry, Jr., Rt. 5, Box 620,
Wfurviy, Mrs. James 0. Elkins,
• Rt. I, Alm°, Hollis S. Roberts,
Box 463, Murray, Gerald H.
Richerson, Rt. 7, Murray,
Donald H. Spiceland, Rt. 4,
Murray, Howard M. Anderson,
322 Inan, Murray, Mrs. Lillian
Davis, 1515 Sycamore Apt. No.
3, Murray, Mrs. Cindy Mullen,
520'2 Broad, Murray, Mrs. Judy
F. Gunn, Oxford Cts., Benton,
Mrs. Emma J. Rhea, 407 E.
12th_, _Benloa,_ Mrs. Patty
Hotford, 304 Corbin St., Paris,
Tn., Miss Tanna M. Austin, Rt.
I, Palrnersville, 'tn., Ivan B.
Gream, 712 River Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Grace L. Jones, Hardin,
Bailie W. Johnson, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Lucy J. Lee, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Maggie Stubblefield, Rt. 6, Murray, Virgil E.
Stewart, 300 S. 13th., Murray,
Eucley L. Cohoon, 1800 College
Fm. Rd., Murray.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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sewing machine dealers

To Marry Saturday

ovely Wedding,"
For Abby's booklet."How toJ1av
send $.1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed, stamped
(204) envelope
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HAPPY BIRTHDA Y!

Sapphire for September
ONE WEEK ONLY
SEPTEMBER 17 THRU 24
Choose from over fifty diamond and
saphire rings during this special event

A T SA VINGS OF ' to /
1 2 OFF
CHARGE IT OR
LAY-AWAY CHRISTMAS
Open 1 to 5 Sundays

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apt. 20)
Plans may have to be
changed. Do not become upset:
many will be for the better. If
asked for advice, give it, but
don't press your opinions on
'others.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6€7
Venus highly beneficent. A
splendid period for creative
interests; for home renovation,
refurbishing, even restoring.
Romance also favored.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 11$4
9
The position of Mercury now
stimulates your talents, brings
you highly inspirational ideas.
Channel efforts in the proper
direction and you can achieve
much.
CANCER
(June M to July 23)
Do not procrastinate in
matters which demand time
and energy. Neither take on
extracurricular activities which
could clutter xeur schedule.
LEO
(_.-VY..„.4 to Aug..23),4124iCt
What attracts may not be
really choice, and what you are
tempted to brush aside may be
the winner you are seeking.
So
your best judgment
needed.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
What you seek may not be
available NOW, but earnest
trying will bring eventual
reward. You can act effectively
when you have the will.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Follow your instincts now.
Inspiration should be at a peak
and could disclose heartening
new vistas which will open to
you shortly.
SCORPH4
r
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in'elti;
A note of extra activity here/
Also a hint of disturbance where
it could, SHOULD be avoided.
Determine to keep order, to
maintain balance and friendly
relationships.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top results indicated in
current projects. You may be on
delicate ground in some areas,
but no dilemma exists without
its-solution_ Search!
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Excellent aspects encourage
clever activity, but don't set up
hazards for yourself through
impulsiveness, superfluous
moves, unfruitful undertakings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
!
The outgoing Aquarian should
find this period entertaining and
instructive. Be ready for new
beginnings.
PISCES
k Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Curb tendencies toward indecisiveness, lack of resolution.
Even if situations are difficult,
face them, pitch in- and solve!

Miss Rhonda Suzanne Orten
Announcement is made of the engagement and approaching
marriage of Miss Rhonda Suzanne Orten, daughter of Mrs.
Clayton H. Kernell of Stella and the late John R. Orten, to Kenneth Michael Tidwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Tidwell of Lynn
Grove.
The wedding will be solemnized at the West Fork Baptist Church on Saturday,September 27,at two p. m.
Family and friends of the couple are invited to attend.

With summer about ended. I
realize I haven't talked particularly about ice cream. When I
was growing up it-was a summer
delight, a real highlight of the hot
months.
Well, it still is. But I suppose it is
a commentary on the times we
live in that the availability of ice
cream all year 'round is so commonplace that I didn't, in my mind
this summer, particularly
categorize it with lemonade and
other summer treats.
ICE CREAM now is regarded
rightly as a nutritious food as well
as a delight to our taste buds. So is
ice milk. And both are known as
convenience foods. Just open the
package and start serving.
Proteins, calcium and riboflavin
Il7yitamini are the main
nutrients in ice cream. And concentrated as its flavor is, one-half
cup of ice cream contains only 145
calories.
OTHER FROZEN dairy
desserts that are popular include
frozen custard. French ice cream
or French custard ice cream, and
ice milk. Soft-frozen dairy dessert
is the name that describes
products that are soft and ready to
be eaten when drawn from the
freezer. These are frequently sold
at drive-in stands and actually are
(ce milks.
Fruit sherbet is tart-flavored
from fruit and fruit acid. Sherbet

is low fat and low milk in content.
It has more sugar than ice cream.
Water ices. on the other hand, are
about 70 to 75 percent water and
they are considered non-dairy
products because they contain no
dairy ingredients. From 15 to 20
percent of their weight is fruit
juice. They are high in sugar.
EVERY STATE in the U.S. as
well as the Federal government
has establisloil laws that define
ice cream Ord similarly frozen
desserts. The laws have been set
up in the interest of the consumer
You are guaranteed that what you
buy is exactly what the label says
it is.
Manufacturers must follow the
laws of the state in which ice

ereamiauraducestii.imgrgarn
to be shipped across state lines.
then the Federal regulations must
be followed.
STARVING IS WRONG
Starving yourself is the wrong
answer for losing weight. It can
upset your body chemistry
including decreasing muscle
more than fat, and if continued
too long it may create permanent damage involving vital
functions. If you have a serious
weight problem, see your
doctor.
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Mix & Match
Separates
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YOU-SORN TODAY, as a
Virgo-Libra cuspal ( one born at
the change of Signs), are a
roundly talented individual,
artistic in the highest sense of
the word, and intensely
romantic. Your keen mind
makes you excellent at analysis
and research, and you could
shine as . scientist, writer,
philosopher or educator; would
also make an outstanding
literary or dramatic chtic. You
have a talent for acting and
could even add an element of
the dramatic to a business
career. Your meticulousness
and capacity for handling
details are notable. Birthdate
of: Augustus, Roman emperor;
Romy Schneider and Walter
Pidgeon, film actors
LIMIT FATS
Everybody knows what fat is.
It accumulates under your belt
when you eat too much and
exercise too little. But fat in
your food is also what makes
gravy tasty and meats tender.
And some fat in the diet is
essential. So don't avoid fats for
-fear--ef- heart disease
overweight. Just be moderate in"
how much you eat.
DUAL PURPOSE
A metal plant stand with glass
or metal shelves makes an
attractive towel rack in large
bathrooms.

LITT

N'S

"The Happy Yellow Store"
Card Sysam
master charge

4
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Open Daily to 5:36

Friday 6:00
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By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
We will have plenty of warm
weather before frost, but the
rains and drop in temprature
is a very definite reminder of
all. Did you notice how fresh
and clean everything looked?
It was as if growing things had
been given a new start. My
coleus that had looked rather
bedraggled in the hot dry
weather have perked up and
have put on fresh growth.
I was ready for a rain, as I
had „just gotten flower beds
worked out, freed from grass
and weeds, and I could fairly
see the ground drinking up the
rain • rttorit a 'Mgt a they Ten.•
Are you putting out any new
trees or tall shrubs? If so it
would be a good idea to stake
them, for the roots will not
have had time to become
firmly fixed and the winter
winds could wreak havoc.
I hope you have plenty of
mulch ready for new plantings. Even old shrubs and
winter hardy plants need
plenty of mulch piled around
the base. That is why I keep
urging you to prepare a
compost pile. The leaves are
already filtering down and in a
very few weeks will really be
tumbling down. Leaves make
an excellent cover for next
year's mulch, so try to have
two piles and use them on
alternate years.
If you have pine trees, save
the needles to put on- the
azaleas and rhododendrons.
Oak leaves also have the acid
content that these plants like.
When you plant your daffodils, be sure to plant them
deep
enough.
Planted
shallowly, they will increase
faster but the blossoms will
decrease in size each year.
Some of my daffodils are
about nine inches in the
ground and after a number of
years they put up flower stalks
as big as they were 15 years
ago.
Daffodils of all sorts are
always a joy to plant, to have
and to enjoy. They require so
little care and nothing is so
welcome in early spring as the
bright, Cheerful daffodil.
There are the tiny ones, so full

of sweetness, and the cluster
variety with several on one
stem. There are the pink ones
so pretty and sweet. There are
the handsome huge trumpet
ones that simply amaze you
with their beauty.
So put in your order, if you
have not already done so, and
plant them with a lavish hand.
They are there for years to
corne.
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Monday, September 22
La Leche League will meet at
eight p. m. at the home of Jane
Flint, 107 Clark Street.

Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
Seven Seas Restaurant at 6:30
p. m.

Night Owl Homemakers Club
will meet with Cathy Denton at
seven p. m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven P.
m.

nee Murray
Ledger
Tinos

Murray Business 8 Professionar
Women's Club Holds Dinner
The
Business
and
Professional Women's Club met
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at 6:30 p. m. on Thursday, September 18, for the
regular
monthly
dinner
meeting.
Frances Shea, president
presided at the business
meeting and introduced the
hostesses of the Individual
Development Committee: Doris
Rowland, Lola
McClain,
Mildred Stalls and Laverne Orr.
Each one present was
assigned a subject and asked to
make an extemporaneous

Women's
Christian
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Christian
First
Fellowshi
p,
First Presbyterian Church at
Church, will have a salad
seven p. m.
potluck supper at the church at
Alateen will meet at AA Hall 6:30 p.m. with the program by a
Music
ensemble,
vocal
at seven p. m.
Department, Murray Woman's
Club.
Tuesday, September 23
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Murray Quota Club will meet
meet at nine a. m.
at Triangle Inn at twelve noon.

Coffee Cup Chatter

seconds. Agnes McDaniel won
the prize based on the speech,
stand up - speak up - sit down.
Mrs. Rita Ford was introduced as a guest.
Betty Hill was elected
delegate and Linda Carter was
elected alternate delegate to
represent the Murray Business
and Professional Woman's club
at the Fall Round-Up October 18
and 19 at Lake Barkley Lodge.

Bridge Planned At

Robertson School PTA will
meet at seven P. 111; at the
Oaks Countrytlub
THE FASHION world's Fall-Winter emphasis
school.
on the Orient — -Vetch—an katger than.
.The taornen of the Oaks
ninety.
By University of Kentucky - charm and
new wortd--talisforthivvery special Oriental expression in hairstyling
by
Country
Club will play bridge on
County Extension Agents
technology have collaborated to
the
Club
National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association.
Cheerful Homemakers
Wednesday, September 24, at
Needs for Nitrites
for Home Economics
produce, for the first time, a will meet at Douglas Comstraight bangs are the key. The sides may be worn
Cutting
quality belgian linen with munity Center at seven P. m. straight or curled to
Use of nitrites in curing 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
boards, wood
fit different fashion moods. Width can
meat products is a safety Reservations should be made
utensils, and wooden work washable properties. The
be added easily with fashionable upward
moving curls on
measure since nitrites inhi- by Tuesday noon by calling
surfaces need special treatment permanent press, soil release
Ellis Center will open at ten a. the sides. More curls in the back
or smoothly directed
bit the development of the Freda Butterworth, phone 753to keep spoilage bacteria under cloth, is woven in Belgium with m. for Senior Citizens.
styling to the full back area offer possibilities for
other
dreaded, often fatal, botu- 1293.
control. Scrape surfaces if 65 per cent Belgian linen and 35
fashion statements.
lism toxin. Nitrites also give Winners last week were Reva
necessary; scrub with soapy per cent polyester yarns. It has
Wednesday, September 24
— cured meats their typical Shelton, high, and Hazel Beale,
water and rinse well with rich linen look and retains its
Murray State Amateur Racii(
color, flavor and keeping low, according to the hostess,
boiling water. Then disinfect finish after repeated laundering Club will meet at the Ham
Peggy Noel.
qualities.
clean surfaces ( a liquid and tumble drying. Deep color Shack at 7:30 p. m.
chlorine
disinfectant
- tones have also been captured;
household laundry bleach—will and tablecloths and mats are
Senior Citizens of Dexter
do the ;nb). —Mrs. Patricia available in more than a dozen Community will meet at the
Curtsinger, Benton.
colors. Some features em- Dexter Community Center at
broidery, lace trim—even 9:30 a. m.
+++++
Friendly or formal? You may appliques. —Mrs. Dean Roper,
use the same pendant or Courthouse, Mayfield.
Douglas Center on North 2nd
hanging light fixture to create
+++++
Street will open at one p. m. for
either a friendly or a formal
Every house should have one senior citizens.
atmosphere. Hung above eye or two pieces of furniture that
level, the fixture will give a are important—big investment
Bowling for senior citizens
•
a -t-aaa.a.
forrnalfeeling to an area. Hung pieces that are unique and Will beat Corvette tartlet at-V.10
below eye level, it Will give a create conversation. If you are p. m
warm, friendly feeling. Care choosing this unique piece for
should be taken to place the your house,be sure it merits the
•
Ladies day luncheon will be
light so it does not interfere with cost and time spent. Good served at noon at the Murray
activities. The bulb must be pieces to consider are couches Country Club with Mrs. Wayne
shielded to insure eye comfort. for the living room or equisite Doran as luncheon chairman
—Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, wood pieces in the living room, Bridge will be at 9:30 a. m. with
LaCenter.
dining room, or hallway. Very Mrs. Wells Purdom and Mrs
few people will see a small chest George E. Overby, Sr., as
+++++
The food we buy today is the or curio in a bedroom. —Mrs. chairmen.
best the American family ever Maxine Griffin 115 East Clay
Women of Oaks Country Club
ate. It's high quality, abundant Street, Clinton.
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
food grown on the most modern
+++++
BEAUTIFUL Hair, softly colored in blonde tones, has been
farms in the world. It is
HOW IS YOUR 4-H CLUB with Freda Butterworth as
proportion
ately styled here for width, without bigness, and
hostess.
processed in modern factories HELPING
TO
ENRICH
curl, without frizz, by the National Hairdressers and
maintaining the highest stan- FAMILY LIFE? Certain skills
Thursday, September 25
Cosmetologists Association. This style is designed to com*
dards of cleanliness and are useful in the day-to-day
*
Senior Citizens Arts and plement Fall-Winters"slinky siren" and casual evening looks
quality. It's packaged in at- activities of living. Both girls
the
tractive containers designed to and boys may profit from Crafts group will meet at St. in fashion. The important back message is created through
prolong storage life and save knowing how to cook,sew,clean John's Center, 1620 Main, at ten tapering, contouring and textured perming. This style must
Star
time in the, kitchen. Americans a house and create an attractive a.m.
have a perfectly textured perm to support the geometric
Necklac
es
enjoy the aloe nutritious food in home setting with flowers and
design.
Ellis
Center
will
open
at
ten
the world today, and although it trees. But more important than
costs more today than a few these, are the attitudes and a.m. for Senior Citizens with
Halloween Highlights
years ago, it's still the most knowledge developed by 4-H table games at one p.m.
reasonably priced in the world. members which they can apply
Halloween Fun Food
Devilish
Murray Sub-District United
We spend 16 per cent of our as consumers. Because more of
For
safe indoor Halloween
Dinner
disposable income on food as them will select clothing than Methodist Youth Fellowship
fun, let the youngsters roast
will
Keeping
meet
attention
with Martin's Chapel
on ,dincompared to Canadians who will create it; more will buy
hot dogs in the spooky light
spend 21 per cent of their processed foods than will and Good Shepherd Churches at ner on Halloween night is a of the fireplace. Or provide
seven
p.m.
challenge
when
eager young- makings
disposable
income
and prepare them. Tomorrow's
including ready-tosters are anxious to gather eat
Japanese who spend 27 per cent family will have neither time
sausages (cold cuts) for
ustsreif air I
Zeta
candy
treats.
Departme
You
can
nt,
Murray
capof their disposable income on nor space for a garden nor for
them to conjure up spooky
food. All this abundant, home production. But all family Woman's Club will have a salad ture interest with tender sandwiches. Faces can be
slices of ham garnished with created
nutritious food which we enjoy members are and will continue supper at the club house.
with slices of hardhot peach halves sporting cooked
every day is provided for us on to be consumers of goods and
eggs, carrot, pickles
Court Square
raisin eyes and clove smiles. and onion. These make good
Friday, September 26
American farms by 5 per cent of services. —Mrs. Sue Fraser,
Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Or serve open-face sand- munching mates for a variety
our population. We will all hope Bardwell.
Club will have a picnic at the wiches transformed into gob- of cold meats.
for good crops when we realize
+++++
how many are so dependent on
Shopping Checklist Carry a Murray Tennis Center at four lin faces with ripe olive
so few. —Miss Judy Hetterman, small notebook with sizes of p.m. For information call Jean slices for eyes and a strip of
Fleming 753-0224.
pimiento for the mouth.'..,,
Hickman.
family
members,
room
dimensi
++++
ons,
window
Let Is velum pl.
Rattan furniture is becoming measurements, and Christmas
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
increasingly popular. But it is a list. At special sales, you'll have
Phone 7S1-3079
ready dust catcher. Keep it a handy checklist. —Mrs.
By Helen F. Andrew, M.s.,
clean by occasionally washing it
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
Health Educator
with a sponge or cloth and suds.
Arthritis—
No. 1 Crippler
But do avoid over-wetting.
One of every five-AmeriRinse it thoroughly with a damp
GREASE
cans is affected by rheumatoid
sponge. It can also be kept dustarthritis, which disables more
REMOVER
free by using the dust appeople and causes more days
pliance, which goes with your
A paste of baking soda and
lost from work than any other
vacuum cleaner. —Barletta water removes grease from
chronic disease.
Wrather Murray.
barbecue grills. Burned-on food
Because the cause and cure
++++
Ent 1ami Saba• OW'
should be scrubbed with dry
are not known, arthritis sufr
That's right! Old world soda.
ferers spend vast surfis on
remedies, most of which have
little value. There are, how- will be needed to train the
ever, simple home treatments patient in the home use of
GOOD SEPT 23 THRU 2',
Mix'em or
which effectively relieve pain these remedies.
and prevent permanent cripMatch'em!
Dr. Christensen warns that
pling:
heat should seldom be applied
Ladies' or Mon
Here are some suggestions to' a joint unless it is followed
from Dr. E. C. Christensen, by massage. gently and skillassociate professor of physical fully used, and that while rest
medicine and rehabilitation. is important. total rest leads
Loma Linda University:
to loss of function of the joint.
Good general health should
Emotional f ctors
r
also need
be prdmoted by a well-bal- attention. An ptiraistic out
Good Tao-day through Thur,day
anced diet and as much activi- look aids in ecovery .and
ty as pain will permit. There learning to live with a certain
may be anemia, which re- amount of pain incteases tolHOUR
quires special attention.
erance to it and reduces the
Even when there is severe danger of drug dependency.
OM DRY
pain and swelling, a careful
"So if you fre a sufferer of
balance between exercise and arthritis, no matter what. _
rest is important, to prevent stage of the disease, there is
permanent deformity A
much you can do in a simple
Central shopping Center
trained nurse or therapist can
way at home to relieve pain
35
rotor r)
help in determining how much and promote healing." Dr.
ON HANGERS
Phone
exercise should be attempted Christeniien signs up. "Conand which positions are pref- sult your physician and then
1 ,
Good Tuesday through Thursday
erable.
proceed intelligently. This
Drugs are available to re- may save you costly hospital
lieve pain, but many of them
bills. Remember. arthritis
--vedeaireMe-aide-ettirjetwcreet erppr:Thlirremem
Prolonged use of cortisone her also,.you me), reduce
or
brings serious consequences. even prevent crippling."
Hot and cold water comlow 1+ rates do not apply to 0+ dialed long distonce cols I + rotes do
bined with carefully preyou,sei# i,re
apply to station cces you deal yoursew by station cafe placed with on
N•42101,
November
1974
scribed exercise and gentle
operator where long distance dialing facilities are not available Law
Beautifully Cleaned and Pressed
,.41,rolos,do root apply koesseratocassated calls such crsuerson-rover.
.massage is effective at each 2For deluded cassauehase.
,
1 11.annsn4s see
Manual of Hydro
son, can. hotel-motel guest. credd cord collect colts and on calls
stage of arthritis and i• readrhAtropy ond Moisoge- by I B Moor,
charged to another number, including special bahng nurribers
ily available, inexpen,
Y,. and S C Peterson e, ol MFuntcnn
Coliforroo Po .1,,'
,Ihr•st, Aq As
nontoxic. Protessit,ra help
5octa4•on I 9654
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, Fashion Seasonings
from a delectable
assortment of new
accessories
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Rates are lower on weekends till 5PM
Sunday,when you dial the 1+ way.
So you can call more often and
talk longer.
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Editorials and opinionated articles on thts page are presented for
the purvee of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions Letters to the editor us response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those wtuch parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
*nth their feelings on the particular issue being discussed

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor
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Guest Editorial

Mother Of The
Windshield Wiper

ate

Every time you're driving in wiper mounted on the windshield
the rain—and if you have an and operated by hand from inside
automobile, that's a lot the car. The principle hasn't
lately—you should say a word of changed much since she patented
thanks to Mary Anderson of Bir- her wiper in 1903.
If necessity is the mother of inmingham, Ala.
Why? Because 72 years ago, vention, in this case we imagine
Ms. Anderson invented the win- that necessity took the form of the
dshield wiper. It happened when strong odor of onion.
she visited New York and saw the
-Charlotte (n.C.) Observer
unsuccessful efforts of motorists
to keep their windows clear
during rainy weather. The standard practice was to smear the
front glass with a chunk of tobacco or an onion. That left an oily
The first move in the game of
film that would keep water from
balancing the family budget is to
collecting.
This method had no shortage of lay all the credit cards on the
drawbacks, obviously, so Ms. An- table.
- Alex. H. Washburn in "Our Daily
derson thought over the problem
Bread,"
Hope (Ark.) Star
and came up with the idea for a

Face Up

hEARTliN

By ANTHONY HARRI(MN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: TEACHER STRIKE SCANDAL
In recent weeks, thousands of unionized
public school teachers displayed a
shocking contempt for the educational
needs of young Americans as they went out
on strike. The schooling of untold numbers
of children has been seriously disrupted by
the walkouts which took place in many
states. Moreover, the children were shown
an example of irresponsible behavior on
the part of.those who are supposed taleach.
responsibility.
Parents undoubtedly regard shutting
down public schools through strike action
as an intolerable abuse of power. Such
action is in a class with depriving a
community of police, fire and hospital
services. It should not be peraiitted. If
teachers strike, they should be summarily
replaces with persons who are sincerely
committed to the education of young
people. Certainly, it is unconscionable to
curtail a child's schooling in 'order to
strengthen a union negotiating postion.
The current crop of teacher's strikes
should focus public attention on the outlook
and ambitions of teacher unions and
lobbies. Americans Must realize that
teacher unions and associations are deeply
involved in partisan activities.
The attitude of the National Education
Association was clearly revealed by its
executive secretary, Terry Herndon, at
the organizats annual.conventiian in

•

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems.-fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I am a member of your Pen
Pal Club. I am enjoying the first list of Pen
Pals so much. I already have regular
corresponsdence with people from six
different states. I'm interested in Writing a

This Week
At MSU
September 26
Last day to remove grades of
"I" or "X" recorded during the
previous term or semester of
residence.
September 26 & 27
Murray State Golf Intercollegiate Classic. Fourteen
outstanding collegiate teams participating. Murray Country Club.
8 a. m.each day.
September 27
OVC Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech. football game. 7:30
p. m., Stewart Stadium. Tickets:
$4,$3.50,$2.50 and $1.50.
September 28
Earl Scruggs Revue, Lovett
Auditorium,8 p. m. Tickets: $4.

Today In History

Sensing The News

few more people in my home state, as we
moved from there several years ago. Can
you help?-Mrs. M. K.
Answer: Yes. Any member of the
Heartline Pen Pal Club may request a new
list at any time. Yours is already in the
mail to you.
Anyone interested in joining the Pen Pal
Club may write to us for membership
information. Write to Heartline American
60 Club, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio
45415.
Heartline: How do I get information
about the National Council of Senior
Citizens?-Mrs. D.
Answer: Write to the National Council of
Senior Citizens, 1511 "K" St. NW,
Washington, D. C. 20005.
Heartline: What is meant by having a
current connection with the Railroad
Industry?-P. N.
Answer: An employe has a current
connection with the railroad industry if he
worked for the railroad in at least 12 out of
the last 30 consecutive months before his
retirement annuity begins or his death. An
earlier 30-consecutive-month period may
be used if the employe had no regular
nonrailroad employment following the
period.
Heartline: If my supplemental security
income check is stolen before I have a
chance to cash it, what should I do?-T. S.
Answer: Report the theft of your check
immediately to your Social Security office.
The people there will make arrangements
for a replacement check to be sent to you.
For your free list of governmental
pamphlets helpful to senior citizens titled,
20 Vital Free Government Pamphlets,"
send a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Heartline, 8514 N. Main St.,
Dept. 3, Dayton, Ohio 45415.

Mr. Herndon said that the organizaiton's
activities had "produced a very good year
in political action." He declared:
"Our ability to back political commitments has been noted in every state
and in the halls of Congress. NEA members this year directed their money and
talents to the political process in unprecedented numbers. Through NEA-

Flow To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Sea. Waiter

'Dee' Noklieston (D)

U27 Dirksea
Washers*,D. C. 20510
U.S. Sen. lettntiell N. ford(D)
4121 Dirksonlaildng
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carrell HuIWd,k.(D)
423 Caro Noose Office Doilies
Washington, D. C. 205I5
All U S Senators ond Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where o U S Capitol
oP•rator will connect you with the of
ficial of your choice

State Level
Stets Son. Moan' Witisonheirger(D)
State Cavite( Main
frankfert, Ky. 40601,
or
lies.?,
Ky. 42064
State Rep. Konsteti C. lams(D)
Stets C.800 Building
frankfort, Ky. 40601
20• 1 S. 3r4 St., Wormy, Ky. 42071
State Rep. liey4 C. Oapp(D)
Shrie Capitol Ihtiling
Frankfort Ky. 40601
or
P 0. Sec IS, Wings, Ky. 4206111

HARRIGAN

PAC,teachers invested $225,000 in political
action. Most state and local PAC groups
added their endorsement and dollars to
give us a total financial commitment of
almost three million dollars. But perhaps
the most remarkable contribution to our
political success was the thousands and
thousands of hours that teachers personally contributed to the campaigns. The
dollartaad the-people paid off-;-290-of 110-candidates backed by teachers won seats
in the 94th Congress."
Mr. Herdon continued:
"We are going for bigger stakes in 1976.
We have learned from the failures of the
present Congress to override Presidential
vetoes on key economic issues that we
need even more responsive Congressmen
and Senators. Even better, we might elect
a President of the proper type and stop
worrying about veto overrides and federal
agency behavior."
No doubt many parents would be
profundly shocked to realize that the NEA,
which presents itself on the local level as a
professional educational organization, is
ap to its ears in partisan politics.
If the NEA is involved in politics outside
the classroom, can parents be sure that
politics aren't carried into the classroom?
If teachers will take part in a militant
strike action, contrary to the interests of
school children and disruptive of the
they aren't likely to hesitate
to utilize propaganda in the classroom and
thereby use their insturctional positions to
influence the rising generation.
Monopoly unionism has no place in the
schools of the 50 states. It turns schools
into battlegrounds and disrupts and
sacrifices the education of young
Americans.
Quality education cannot coexist with
teacher unions or unions that masquerade
as professional associations. Education is
too crucially important to be controlled by
a new breed of union bosses who are
willing to prevent American youngsters
from getting schooling if the taxpayers
don't meet the union bosses' demands.

It Figures!

Bible Thought
.

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

-t-QTIfl

Thought for today: Things do not
change, we do. - Henry David Thoreau,
American writer, 1817-1862.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Massachusetts Atty. Gen.
Jonathan Sewell and his family arrived in
London as refugees.

--

the prodding of consumerists, the food industry is
stating exactly how many
ounces, pounds, grams or liters
that a package contains, so shoppers can compare one brand or
size with another on the basis of
unit pricing. Now it turns out
that this may have been a fruitless gesture since so many shoppers can't divide or multiply in
their heads.
A government study indicates
that the problem is most severe
among younger people who had
"new math" substituted for oldfashioned arithmetic in elementary school. We can anticipate
that consumer advocates will
next insist that supermarkets
supply electronic calculators
with their shopping carts. A better idea would be to leave the
grocers alone for a while and
straighten out the problems in
our schools.

Childhood Obesity

:"":

One year ago: The official death toll was
put at 5,000 in a hurricane that swept
Honduras.
Today's birthdays: Actress Martha
Scott is 59. Socialite Alfred Vanderbilt is

the
are

Under

Let's Stay Well

x

Church policy.
In 1973, Henry Kissinger was swam in as
secretary of state, becoming the first
naturalized citizen to gain the office.
Ten years ago: A ceaseaire was
declared in a war between 'India and
Pakistan over Kashmir.
Five years ago: Presiaent Richard
Nixon asked Congress to authorize immediate government intervention on
college campuses when bombings or arson
occurred.
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Black Lung Bill
Offers Slight Hope
VAN CURON

By S. C. Van Curon

By S. C. VAN CURON

FRANKFORT - The black lung bill
introduced by Copgressman Carl Perkins,
D-Hindman, offers a slight glimmer of
hope to business interests in Kentucky that
the state workmen's compensation insurance rate may be reduced.
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is published
carriers S; 25 per month payable in advance
Miners from Kentucky were in
The
servant
is
not
every afternoon except Sundays July 4. Christgreater
By moil in Calloway County and to Benton Hor
Washington
last week lobbying for the bill.
,as Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
than his lord; neither he that is
din. Mayfield Sedolia and Farmington Ky and
Miss Mary Robbins and Eddie West,
It would create an industry-financed inMurray Newspapers Inc . 103 N 4th St.
Pons Buchanan and Purysar. Tenn S 12 50 per
sent greater than he that sent
seniors at Murray High School, have been
Miirroy. Ky .4207?
surance pool to pay benefits and it would
year By mail to other destinations 527 SOr per
him. John 13:16
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky.
named semi-finalists in Merit Scholarship
provide compensation payments to miners
year
42071
•
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
God' expected great thinking competition.
after 15 years in the mine, on the
Association and Southern
Newspaper
Joe Pat James,James Rogers, Rob Ray,
pre'rtvaptit that each has black-lung
and great living from Jesus. Jesus
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in (yeas served by
Publishers Association
and James Harmon of the Murray Lions
disease. '
expects
great
things
from
us.
‘it
OF
Club will attend a fund raising session for
Presently, black lung benefits are paid
the Kentucky Lions Club Eye Research
from the Special Fund of the Workmen's
Institute to be held at Mayfield tonight.
Compensation Fund financed by all
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maude
business concerns in Kentucky. Cow
Holland Adams, age 75, William Franklin
tributions to the Special Fund have been
Cathey, and Mrs. Nancy Miller,
running about $18 million a year for the
Miss Patricia Jean Lamb and Larry
past several years. Business spokesmen
Miller were married September 20,
outside the coal industry say that they
Joe Edd McClain of Murray is now
contribute 50 to 60 per cent of the special
serving as organist and choir director of
fund every year, but coal industry
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
the Underwood Methodist Church,
beneficiaries receive between 80 and 90
BLASINGAME
Memphis, Tenn.
per cent of this amount.
Since 1972 the coal industry has assumed
If your child is overweight. mature more rapidly and also first six months
of intrauterine burn the skin when the light
the first 25 per cent of the black lung claim
don't take the matter lightly. • increase in numbers in the fat- life produces
shines
through
children with a
glass.
awarded to a disabled miner, and the
Obesity makes life more prone child, reaching a develop- greater chance
of developing t 'A: The ultraviolet rays in
Construction of the swimming pool at the
difficult, even for children. In ment by the age of four years obesity. Explanations
balance has come from the Special Fund,
sunlight cause burning and other
for
Murray
Country
such
Club was started Sepfact, their peers often give fat that is not reached until the findings are
contributed
to by all business firms in the
damage
to
the skin, and these
lacking.
tember 19 under the leadership of Robert
children a rough time
state. About 23 per cent of the,amount paid
twelfth year in normal-weight
rays are filtered out of the
Etherton,
chairman of the committee.
Obesity is a complicated medi- children.
by any business for workmen's comWant feeding may influence sunlight as it passes
through the
A highway department crew is working
cal problem which is not comThe pattern of cellular eating habits and weight and glow.
pensation goes into the Special Fund.
on a project on South Fourth Street which
pletely understood, and all forms development of fat deposits in have a bearing on future obesity.
Congressmen in Washington are saying
will not only aid in the drainage of water
of treatment work poorly. Some obese and obesity-prone children More infants are doubling their
there is no way the 15-year presumption
Q: Mrs. M. M. wants to know
from the street surface but•hich will also
authorities feel that childhood is proceeds in a different manner birth weights before the gener- the meaning of a
clause can stay in the bill. It first must be
improve the appearance of the street.
the best time of life to start cor- from that of normal-weight ally accepted standard of five to test for tuberculosispositive skin
approved by the House Committee and
Approximately 328 feet of crubs, gutters,
rection of an overweight tenden- children.- said Dr. Knittle in a six months, and bottle-fed babies
then be approved by the full House and
A A positive tuberculin test
and sidewalks are under construction by
cy
report in the Journal of the are more readily overfed than means that the irrson
then go to the Senate,.
has been
the crew.
Medical science is gradually American Medical Association. 'breast-fed. Fat prone babies infected
The slight glimmer of hope for reduced
with tubercle bacilli
A death reported is Mrs. Reed Wilson,
gaining additional information WI' need more information to may be receiv.ing too many caloworkmen's compensation rates for
Aboils half of all adults 50 years
about obesity in children. .—ainderataad-tlaalli3tateell--- ales-early-sa-life--eausing--artaae 62.
. _
Kentucky. basinessalepenA
oi age or older and about one out,
According to Jerome Knittle,. - Another study showed that overgrowth of fat cells,
Shirley Geurin of Murray is,drum major
form of the bill as passed by Congress.
M.D., professor of pediatrics at -starvation in the last trimester of
Many authorities believe that of five young adults show posi
for the Murray State College hand, Patsy
The Public Issues Counsel, Louisville,
Mount Sinai School of Medicine pregnancy and the first months obesity 'is best controlled by' tive tuberculin tests A posita,
Buchanan and Fidelia Austin of Murray
has made a study of what the black lung
test requires that a further
in New York. it is not possible to of life may produce children starting therapy in childhood.
majorettes.
are
costs are to the food industry. A rerSort
tell whether a child is obesity- who are less I s.ely to become
search, such aka cheat,k-ray.,_be
_Carter Robertson-of-- -issued-last week avid the-trod-industry
_
Be
years-g ;False. anT-rie- opposite is also
Highland Park, Mich., are visiting in
E. wants to know if made to determine whetheran
paid about $2 million last year into the
age .At that time:. the fat cells "
Murray.
'
4
that starvation during the it is true that sunlight will not active infection currently exist,
Special Fund. The report _,said the
4
-
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday,Sept. 22, the 265th day
of 1975. There are 100 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, the Soviet Union
exploded its first atomic bomb, four years
after the first American nuclear
detonation.
On this dateIn 1776, Nathan Hale was hanged by the
British as a spy. As he was led to the
gallows in New York, he said: "I only
regret that I hate but one life to lose for
my country." \.
In 1862, President_ Abraham Lincoln
issued the preliminary Emancipation
Proclamation.
In 1D1 kits1//)..44P491)a.,.lhe-49..id.
standard.
In 1961, the Interstate Commeree
Commission issued rules forbidding racial
discrimination in interstate bus transportation.
In 1964, the Vatican Council approved a
move to give bishops a greater hand in
helping the Pope set Roman Catholic

payments ranged from a weighted
average of about 30 cents for every $100 of
payroll for food retailers to more than
$1.26 from $100 for butcher employes. The
compensation insurance rate depends
upon the experience rating of injuries or
costs for a particular trade or industry.
In 1974, a bill was passed which requires
any business with one employe to carry
workmen's compensation insurance. This
brought in all professional people who
have a single secretary, and supposedly
spread the cost over alarger number of
people and business interests.
James Fleming, in Senator Wendell
Ford's office in Washington, said the form
the bill takes in its final stage will be the
determining factor. He said many changes
are expected to be made.
One idea could be that the workmen
would have to apply to state workmen's
compensation and any amount paid under
thl.federal provisions of the bill would be
paid out of the federal industry insurance
program. If this happens, the cornpensaiton rate for Kentucky business
would not be reduced.
Tom Duncan, president of the Kentucky
Coal Association, said the proposed
federal program ought not be a welfare
program. It's one thing to compensate for
disability incurred in employment., It's
something else to pay for something that
didn't come under employment."
He said the presumptive clause, is being
opposed by the industry.
Another feature of the bill would place
the "retroactive burden" on the proposed
fund. Some coal firms are out of businev.
He said it would be unfair to place The
full retroactive burden on a company that
had sold coal at "a low prive through
Several years."
What really would happen is that the
ccol1,eteoal_wuuld_havta-to-4nereitee-44}-iwyinto this insurance fund, and the consumer
would pay the bill in the end.
However,one bright future for Kentucky
is that the cost would be the same for the
Mat industry aZt6gs the 13-niq1 glarecalia—
Kentucky coal would not be put at a
disadvantage in the world market.
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Jerry Caldwell Wins Annual
Inter-City Golf Tournament
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SUPER GAME - Murray's Gary Irmo ($1) bad. super contest in the loss to Western Carolina SatyrAny. Ne had four receptions for 56 yards. Story and other pictures of the 16-9 loss are on pages sic end
seven of today's Murray Ledger 8. Times.
(Stuff Pb.,,, by Mae lltantlea)

Curci Says Wildcats
Will Have To Shape- p
the game," Curci said. "But we
By BOB COOPER
could not push the ball over the
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - goal against their defense.
Kentucky, already with one win
"Nonetheless I'm still proud
and one loss, had better shape of our defensive unit that held
up because, "we have no them when it meant the most,"
breathers from here on out," Curci said.
Coach Fran Curci says.
Two plays, Curci said, made
The Wildcats lost their first the difference in the game. One
game of the 1975 season 14-10 to was a defensive lapse and the
Kansas on Saturday when the other he blamed upon himself.
Jayhawks took advantage of
The first came with less than
two Kentucky fumbles to ram three minutes left in the first
in touchdowns and confound the half, when Eric Franklin took a
statistics for a relatively easy pitch off the left side and ran
victory.
77 yards_ to dig Kansas out of a
"We won mmt: sverything on hole from its own 16-yard line.
the statistical sidE bM statistics
He only missed a score when
are for losers," Ciirci said.
he was caught by a Kentucky
'Kentucky gained 246 yards to defender seven yards short of
201 for Kansas and outgained the goal line. However, Kansas
the opposition in rushing, pass- scored one play later when
ing and even blanked Kansas in quarterback Nolan Cromwell
return yardage 90-4).
dashed over around right end.
"Not only that, we clearly
The other Kentucky lapse
had field position during all of came in the fourth period,

When your life changes,
so should your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage.
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Is there an important day irtyour life coming up soon?
It my be that this important day is also time to
.change your Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage.
For example if you're about to reach age 65.
you should know about our Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan to supplement Medicare.
Marriage in your future? You'll want to convert
from a single plan to our family plan
Son or daughter about to enter college? Check
into our special College Student Plan.
These are just a few of the ways in which Blue Cross
and Blue Shield coverage can be adapted to your
changing needs For details about these and the other
Blue Cross and Blue Shield nongroup plans, send
coupon below.
in
Our only business• helping you,get goad health
care you can affix•
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with 169, three strokestahead of
fellow club member Dalton
Noel, who had 172, and five
strokes better than Ralph
McCuiston of the Murray Club,
who posted a 174.
Macon Blankenship and
Purdom Lovett, both Oaks
golfers, finished in a tie for
fourth place with 174's.
Oaks golfers swept the third
flight, won by Jerry Hopkins
with 172. Tommy Hamlin was

second with 174, followed by
The golfers finishing and their
Rich Leeper and Amos Tackett, scores, the first 18 of which was
deadlocked at 178. Bob shot on the Murray Country
Billington of the Murray club Club course and the final 18 on
was fifth with 179.
the Oaks course, were:
Ron Kaufman of the Oaks was
Chimpienslip liabt
the fourth flight winner with Jerry Caldwuu
79-71-110
181, four strokes ahead of liemeelkomeb
79-77-151
74-76-152
James Ward, also of the Oaks. lterorr
Mod
74-71-152
T. C. Collie of the Oaks was
Cotheas
11-76-156
gluey
78-71-156
third with 189, followed by Billy Lynn Sullivan
7743-160
Jim
Brandon with 192 and Bob
lamb
7743-160
Mickey Boggess
8145-161
LeMasters with 195.
Al Lmdse
84-77-161
James Lassiter
8043-163
cluut Stewart
7945-144

Mcben

Sonny Collins Nearing Elite
Club, Close-To 3,000 Yards
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Lee Stewart of the Murray
After trailing three first4ay
leaders by five strokilk OrrY Country Club and a member of
Caldwell of the Oaks DoOKKIb7 the Murray State golf team was
Club fired a one-under-par 71 the first flight winner with 161,
over his home course Sunday to two strikes in front of a fellow
win the annual Inter-City Medal club member, Jiggs La‘siter.
Play Tournament by one stroke
Ken Purcell of the Murray
over Homer Branch, the
was third with 164, followed
defending champion and also an
by Greg Howard of the Oaks
Oaks member.
Caldwell blistered the front with 165.
Marshall Abell of the Oaks
nine at the Oaks Sunday with a
two-under-par 34 to over pull was the second flight winner
even with or pass the first-day
leaders-Tim Miller and
Norman Hood, of the Murray
Country Club, and Branch. He
came in 37, one over-par, for his
71 and a 150 total for the tournament.
Miller, Hood and Branch had
By MIKE CLARK
posted first-round 72's in
AP Sports Writer
Saturday's play over the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Murray County Club course, but
each faltered on the first nine Kentucky tailback Sonny Colholes of Sunday's round at the lins is on the verge of joining
Oaks just enough to allow college football's elite - that
Caldwell to catch up with his group of 27 backs who have
sub-par effort. Miller, with a rushed for more than 3,0
first-nine 39 was the only one of yards.
Collins will get his chance to
the Saturday leaders even with
cross the threshold Saturday
Caldwell at the turn.
In posting his first-round 34 on when the Wildcats entertain
his home course, Caldwell had Maryland here. The 6-foot, 186three birdies and one bogey. He pound sprinter, who has acbirdied the 485-yard fourth hole, cumulated 2,938 yards in 32
the 360-yard fifth and the 550- starts, needs just 62 against the
yard seventh before getting the Terps. He has been held under
bogey on the 210-yard eighth. that figure only twice since his
His lone bogey on the back freshman year.
Once he surpasses 3,000
nine came on the relativelyeasy 475-yard 13th where he yards, Collins can set his sites
'took a six to go with eight pars. on sever/11 other achievements
Miller and Hood finished in a - including a shot at 4,000 catie for third with 152's, followed reer yards.
In the first two games of the
by Roy Cothran and Mitchell
year, Collins has gained 250
Story of the Oaks with 156's.
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New Version Of Rozelle
Rule To Be Introduced

Standings

Murray High
'B" Team To
Play Tonight

the

(aw* all items
telt eeetV)

when the Wildcats were ahead
10-7 and Curci sent in a play
for an end-reverse.
It didn't work.
(MI It It 1 1 HA/14M
I 1111..e.)
End Vin Hoover never got
control of the ball from quarterback Derrick Ramsey and it
bounded into the hands of Kansas' Chris Golub on the Jayhawk 48-yard line.
Kansas promptly used two
Kentucky penalties-a pass interference for 10 yards and a
personal foul for 15-to move
for a first down at Kentucky's
32, and followed with a pitchout
to Laverne Smith for 12 yards
around the right side.
Norris Banks gained four off
By TOM SEPPY
pensated by whatever amount
right tackle and Smith sailed
AP
Sports Writer
the two teams can agree on
the final 16 for the winning
CHICAGO (AP) - A modi- through negotiation.
touchdown with 6:41 left in the
fication of the so-called Rozelle
If they can not agree, howgame to cap u 57 yard drive in
three plays-not including the Rule possibly was in the offing ever, NFL Commissioner Pete
today when the National Foot- Rozelle fixes the compensation
penalties-for the victory.
ban League owners made their by decree.
The Kentucky errors weren't
new contract offer to the playThe rule, according to the
finished, however.
In desperation time, Ken- ers union during a meeting owners, is essential to the
tacky jumped offsides when called to end the nearly 20 game's stability; otherwise, a
Kansas was third and one with months of labor dispute be- rich team could hire the stars
from poorer teams.
1:44 on the clock to give the tween the parties.
The option compensation
Jayhawks new life; and rough3{>C34=4,=4:640.=••=4=s0,,C3,Cet
ed the kicker with Kansas' ball clause had been the major
stumbling
block
negotiated
to
a
with 47 seconds on the clock.
collective bargaining agreeThat did it.
ment, causing the New England
Kentucky earned 16 first
3•=r0•=433.0C4C4=.40,•=t,COCX
downs to nine for Kansas; Patriots to vote to strike on
Sept. 13 and threaten the opengained 213 yards rushing to 184
By The Associated Press
American League
for Kansas; had 33 yards pass- ing of the season.
East
Round-the-clock negotiations
ing to 17 for Kansas, and alW L Pct. GB
under
the
supervision
chief
of
Boston
most doubled the number of
92 63 594
federal
mediator
W.J. Usery Baltimore
88 66 571 31/2
plays for the opposition.
70 75 516 12
Jr. brought about a truce which New York
Of the end reverse play that
Cleveland
75 77 493 151
/
2
ended
the
strike
by
five teams Milwaukee
64 92 410 281
turned the tide, Curci said, "I
/
2
Detroit
and elicited a promise from
57 98 368 35
can't believe I did that.
West
"We had field position. The management that it would Oakland
94 61 606
Kansas city 87 68 561 7
game was over. We had no rea- make a substantial contract of- Texas
77 80 490 18
son to gamble at a time like fer.
Minnesota
72 80 474 20 ,
Representatives of the NFL Chicago
71 83 461 22.
that. I called the play. I call
Management Council, bargain- California
71 85 .455 23' 2
every play," Curci said.
Sunday's Results
"We should have won the ing agent of the 26 owners, Clevelanc) 3 5, New York 711
were to give that offer today to Boston 6, Detroit 5
game," Curci added.
the NFL Players Association's Baltimore 3, Milwaukee 0
8, Chicago .2_ _--Executive Committee and the Texas
Kansas City 2, Taktanct.1
Wins Title
teams' player representatives.
California S. Minnesilta 2
Monday's Games
The Rozelle Rule requires
Milwaukee (Augustine 1-0) at
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet that
when a member of one Cleveland (Bibby 7-15), (n)
world and European champion
team plays out his contract and Boston (Wise 18-11) at New
David Rigert won the titles
(Guidry co), (n)
signs with another team, the York
Texas (Perzanowski 2-3) at
Sunday in the middle heavyfirst team must be com- Kansas City (Fitzniorris 15-11),
weight class with a total lift of
(n)
832 pounds.
Chicago (Kaat 20 13) at Cali
fornia (Tanana 1681, (n)
Second place went to Sergei
Minnesota (Bane 1-11 at Oak
Poltoratski of the Soviet Union
land (Holtzman 17 13), (n)
Only games scheduled
with 821 pounds and third was
National League
Peter Petzold of East Germany
East
with 799 pounds.
W L Pct. GO
In the jerk event for the diviPittSburgh
89 66 .57A
Philphia
83
72 .535 6
sion, Rigert had 463 pounds.
St Louis
79 76 .510 10
Poltoratskki 453 pounds and
New York
79 77 .506 101/2
The Murray High "B"
Petzold 446,•2 to finish 1-2-3. In
Chicago
73 8.4 .465 17
team will open its football
Mobtreal
70 85 .452 -19
the snatch, Rigert won with 369 season tonight
with 87 p.m.
West
pounds, Michel Broillet of Swit- contest in Holland Stadium
xCinci
103 53 .660 Los Angeles.. 85 71 -.345 111
zerland was second, also with
against Mayfield.
S Francisco
77 79 .494 26
369 and Poltoratski third with
San Diego
68 87 439 '341
"B" team games are to
/
2
364
Atlanta
66 91 .420 37' 7
give the sophomore and
Houston
62 93 .400 401
/
2
5-clinched division title
;juniors who don't start
AUTO RACING
varsity an opportunity to
Sunday's Results
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C.
Pittsburgh 5, St Louis 3
play and show their skills
Philadelphia
4, New York 2
- Richard Petty, driving a
to the coaching staff.
Cincinnati 3, Atlanta 0
Dodge, sprinted across the finIn addition to tonight's
Montreal 5, Chicago I
ish line 2.4 seconds ahead of
Houston 4, Los Angeles 1
contest, the Titers have t San
Francisco 2, San Diego 1
Cale Yarborough to win the
three more "B" team
Monday's Games
15th annual Wilkes 400 auto
Louis (McGlothen 15 12
games scheduled. They
--1217T -IT -Monireal
-Meek ear-race-.
- - --- are:Uctober 13
8 6 and Renko 6-12).
TRENTON, N.J. - Gordon
2, It-n)
Fulton here; October 20, at 4(warmen
Johncock won the Indianapolis
(Underwood 14Marshall County and - 12)Philadelphia
at Pittsburgh 4K ison 11-11),
car race and Sal Tovella capNovember 3, at Tilghman
(n)
tured the USAC late model
Admission for tonight's atCincinnati (Billingham 15-9)
Houston (Niekro 5-4), (n)
sportsman portion of the Trengame will be '75 cents for
Los Angeles (Messersmith 18
ton Times Double 200 at Trenadults an 50 cents for
14) at San Diego (McIntosh 8
ton Speedway.
14), (n)
students,
Only games scheduled

J

yards in 41 carries. If he continues to average 125 yards a
game for the final nine contests, he would total 4,060
yards.
Only Cornell's Ed Marinaro,
with 4,715,and Heisman Trophy
winner Archie Griffin of Ohio
State, 4,056, have passed that
mark.
Besides Collins, only Oklahoma's Joe Washington (3,347)
and Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh
(2,811) among active players
have a chance to break 4,000
this season.
Just a junior, Dorsett will
have a chance to possibly
break the 5,000-yard barrier.
During his climb up the list
of 3,000 yard rushers, Collins
will shatter Southeastern Conference career rushing standards set by the likes of Alabama's Johnny Musso and Tulane's Eddie Price.
He is just 157 shy of Price's
SEC career record of 3,095

Graves Moms
Kevin D-Angelo
Howard Steeley
Don Robinson

yards set in 1946-49, and his
first carry Saturday will tie
Musso's conference mark of 574
career carries.
Collins has already exceeded
two Musso records: 91.8 yards
a game to Musso's 91.4 in 196971; and 5.1 yards per carry to
Musso's 4.8.
Still within reach is the SEC
single season rushing record of
1,312 yards, set in 1949 by Mississippi's John Dottley.
Should Collins challenge the
4,00-yard mark, he would surpass the outputs of Heisrnan
Trophy winners Steve Owens of
Oklahoma, Mike Garrett and 0.
J. Simpson of Southern California and Alan Ameche of Wisconsin. Also left behind would
be six other All-Americans Woody Green of Arizona State,
USC's Anthony Davis, Otis
Armstrong of Purdue, Chris
Gilbert of Texas, North Carolina's Don McCauley and 011ie
Matson of San Francisco.

Racer Golf Team Takes
Seventh At Bonne Terre
The Murray State Racer golf team took seventh place over
the weekend in the Mid-American Intercollegiate Tournament held at Bonne Terre, Mo.
Oral Roberts and Memphis State tied for first in the tourney with each team posting an 895. In third was Eadern Kentucky of the OVC. The Colonels, the leaders in the tourney after Saturday's play,finished with a 901.
Other scores were Missouri 921, Southern IllnoisEdwardsville 921, Bradley 922, Murray 92.3, Delta State 927,
Illinois State 929, Southern Ellinois-Carbondale 931, Tulsa 936,
Western Illinois 944, New Orleans 945, Bemidji 951, Indiana
State 958, Missouri-St. Louis 930, St. Louis University 1003
and Indiana University-Southeast 1007.
Rob Laing of Oral Roberts shot an even par 216 to capture
the individual honors while South Smith of Memphis State
was second with a 221 and Paul Haire of Memphis third with
222.
Kevin Klier of Murray State had a 223 and took fourth place
while Dan Bogden of Eastern Kentucky was fifth with a 224.
Other Murray State scores were: Larry Patton 227, Norman Vacovsky 234, Mike Perpich 239 and Tommy Thomas
243.
This Friday and Saturday, the Racers host the Murray
State Invitational, which will be played at the Murray Country Club.

Were
very picky
cleaners.
We may be great with customers, but were
tough on ourselves.
We'll do more to make sure your
clothes come back really clean with that
like-new (eel. We'll remove those spots and
stains. Get out that deep-down. unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either.
Like replacing missing or broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. unsticking stuck
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving •
linings wrinkle-free.
If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drys-leaning buSinesS we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleanet
After all, when you
look good. we look good.
mthitsi Musks rh.rltrshors
Come see us now.

Sandone

VVrrr t•rry pm

7847-165

8049-173
86411-174
8641-177

First Right
Lee Stewart
Jiggs Lasaite Ken Purcell
Greg Howard
Eddie Clees
Max Walker
Thurman
Tony Thomas
Bob Burke
L K Nutley
Ronnie Foster
Greg Story
Haron West
Larry Watkins
Jerry Jones
Charles Clald well
Brent Hood
Kevin Shahan

Second Meld

111016-160
9141-172
8846-174
9044-174
8048-174
8847-175

9046-178

88-90-178
9649-179
87-92-179
90-90-- 180
91-90-181
8143-181
9143-114
9646-585
88-96--186

Mint Ripka
Jerry Hopkins
Tommy Hamlin
Rich Leeper
Amos Tackett
Bob Bin:igloo
Don Catbey
Mike Morgan
Rob Miller
Jerry Lee
Junior Garrison
Bottle Hutson
Charles Finney
Norman Lane
Trent Jones
Don Danner
Tom Jones
Marvin Harris
Joe Herman

9141-172

9044-174
94-64-171
9444-178

92-87-179
9247-179
96411-1111
93411-113
9747-164
0.42-116
U-86-188
9642-188
93491--18I
1946-101
9641-189
96-93-188
96-85-193
96-104 200

Few% ROT
P44-1111

Ron Kaufman
James Ward
IC Collie
Billy Brandon
Bob Leletasters
A R Hatcher
Gary Lovett
Bob Sanderson

10045-185
10D-86-189
9144-ill

106416-195
10343-116
10646-300
106412-206
186-69-189

Stlilltaberts

Don Nelson
Da vii] Graham
Terry Turner
John Sammons
Billy Nut
Gene Hendon

10-103-202
10347-202
108-98-208
11046-206
109-101-210
109-109--218

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received
their
homedelivered copy of The
Murray Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.
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Streak In Stewart Stadium Over
Western Carolina Pulls Off 16-9
Win To Stop Winning String At 11
By MIKE BRANDON
I ,edger & Times Sports Editor
Somewhere on the campus of
t:testern Kentucky University,
Charlie Johnson is walking
around and laughing to himself.
It took him about 10 months to
get the chance.
Back last November, it was
Johnson's poor punting that cost
Western Kentucky a 9-7 loss to
Murray State and it prevented
the Hilltoppers from becoming
the first team to ever beat
Murray in Roy Stewart
Staditun. _
"--tifizsgY —niT3K —fhe -Ricers
-took up where Johnson left off.
And as result, Western Carolina
posted a 16-9 win over the
Racers to snap Murray's 11game home winning streak.
The loss left the 13,800 fans in
a state of shock. It left the
Racer football team and Coach
Bill F'urgersori the same way.
"I don't have anything to
THE KILLING BLOW — A Western Carolina defensive beck picks o# 41 pest in the endzone that was intended for Murray's Willie
say,"
F'urgerson said after the
DeLoach (22). That gave the Catamounts the ball with just 54 seconds left in the contest and sealed the decision.
game. And who could 'really
(Stafi Photos by Mike Braid%)
blame him, what could he say?
Western Carolina Coach Don
Wade wasn't without words,
which is typical of a winning
coach.
•
"Up to right now, I'd say this
is the biggest coaching win I've
ever had at Western Carolina,"
Wade said.
"We started Murray's win•1
ning streak in this 'same
ber glory is also up to the Red Kaat and Tom Seaver in this three straight seasons.
stadium two years ago and I'll
By FRED ROTHENBERG
season's 20-game club.
Besides Bonds' contribution, tell you, it really feels good to be
Sox.
AP Sports Writer
Royals 2, A's 1
Roy White drove in four runs the team to stop it. Murray's a
"We should have been playThe Baltimore Orioles are a
Tonight could be the night with a home run and a pair of fine club. But it was their first
September club and if the Bos- ing like this all year," said
ton Red Sox are going to be an Brooks Robinson after the Ori- when Oakland officially wins its doubles in the second-game vic- game of the'year and the third
tory.
for us and that really made a
October club, they'll have to do oles blanked Milwaukee 3-0 as fifth straight AL West crown.
"The division race is over,"
The Indians won the first difference."
it without Jim Rice.
Mike Torrez notched his 20th
The Catamounts came into
Rice, the rookie sensation victory with a two-hitter. "The said A's Manager Alvin Dark game 3-2 on the pitching of
who ranks second in the Ameri- guys seem to get turned on in after his A's dropped a 2-1 deci- rookie Rick Waits and reliever the contest with an 0-2 record,
having lost 32-31 teToledo and
can League with 102 RBI, suf- September. But it might be too sion to second-place Kansas Dave LaRoche.
City. "It's not for sure, of
Rangers 8, White Sox 2
29-8 to East Tennessee.
fered a broken left hand in Sun- late this year."
course, but it's over.Wilbur Wood became a 20'I was really proud of our
day's 6-5 Boston victory over
Today, the Red Sox are 31
/
2
the Detroit Tigers. He will be
The A's, ahead by seven game loser', giving up Tour hits kids. Murray moved the ball
games up on the Orioles, needout for the rest of the season.
games, need only one victory — home runs to Jeff Bur- well early in the game and we
ing
any combination of Boston
Whether that season lasts beor one Kansas City loss to bust roughs, Jim Fregosi, Dave Nel- were lucky to be behind just 6-0.
yond the regular schedule and victories and Baltimore losses open the champagne. Kansas son and Mike Hargrove. Gay- When you've lost two games
then beyond the AL playoffs is totaling five to win the AL East City hosts Texas and Oakland lord Perry, 17-17, pitched a six- and you're playing on the road,
hitter.
It doesn't take much to get you
up to other Red Sox players. title.
is home to Minnesota.
But capturing the title will be
Angels 5, Twins 2
clown.
Not Jim Rice.
Yankees 2-11, Indians 3-5
Lee Stanton had four 'hits,
"We were due for a good
And whether Baltimore's Sep- more difficult without Rice, a
Bobby Bonds showed his all- drove in three runs and scored game. We made eight turnovers
poised,
22
-year-old
with
a
.309
tember surge will lead to Octobatting average and 22 home around ability for a record-----one run to raise his RBI total in our game against East
third straight year.
runs.
to 80. Ed Figueroa, who posted Tennessee. That was the worst
Bowling
He belted homers in both his fourth straight victory and college football game I have
The young outfielder was inStandings
jured by a Vern Ruhle pitch in games of the doubleheader to 16th of the year, was removed ever seen," Wade added.
the second inning. He stayed in become the first player to hit from the game after six innings
Kentuck Lake
In pre-season reports, the
BorLutg League
the game, batting twice before 30 homers and steal 30 bases in when his arm stiffened.
Racers were supposed to be
Team
the pain got to him. He was
7
Corvette Lanes
liodge & Son
7
then taken to Detroit's Ford
Rickman & Norsworthy
6
2
Hospital, where a hospital
Colonial Bread
5
3
Gene's Body Shop
5
3
spokesman said he had a broMutual of Omaha
5
3
ken fourth metacarpal. His
Murray Appliance Co
4
4
Ems Interiors
4
4
hand was placed in a cast.
I.G A
With Rice out, the Red Sox,
Ledger & Times
Team N
4
who rallied for Sunday's victoAlpha Kappa Psi
4
ry on Denny Doyle's basesHigh Team Game SC
Corvette Lanes
8%
loaded,
two-run double in the
By PATSY J. BEAUCHAMP
Hodge & Son
877
give Murray a 5-4 victory over 0, 6-1; Mary Gray SWMO def.
ninth inning, were quick to loColonial Bread
675
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Southwest
Linda Spellman 6-0, 7-5; Judy
Missouri.
High Team Game i HC
cate some additional batting
There are a lot of new faces on
Hodge &Son
ion
Freshman Karen Weis, last Sherrell MSU def. Becky
help. They acquired journey- the Murray State
Colonial Bread
1028
Women's week's Kentucky Hardcourt Hacker 6-2, 6-1; Margaret May
Mutual of Omaha
1005
man Deron Johnson from the tennis team this year.
What is champ and MSU's No. 1 singles MSU def. Patty Noonan 6-1, 6-2.
High Team Series SC
Chicago White Sox.
Corvette Lanes
2625
not new for Coach Nita Head's player, easily defeated SWMO's In doubles, Macovik-Macovik
Hodge & Son
2565
Meanwhile, the Orioles con- team is the
usual "come-back" Terry Plattenberg 6-2, 6-2. MSU def. Plattenberg-Adams 5Colonial Bread
2431
tinued applying pressure to the ability that
High Team Series(HCI
is so oftened Other individual scores were: 7, 6-1, 6-4; Gray-Dyer SWMO
Hodge & Son
3010
Red Sox, winning their 14th displayed
by Racer athletes.
Ems Interiors
2973
Jodie Adams SWMO def. Sindy def. Weis-Shirrell; Hackergame in their last 17.
4pckman & Norsworthy
2830
In the quadrangular match Macovik 3-6, 7-5, 6-1, Sandy Noonan SWMO def. Lynn
High Ind. Game(SC)
Ellie Hendricks knocked in played this past
weekend, Macovik MSU def. Eva Dyer 6- Martin-Leanne Owen 7-6, 6-1.
ban Jones
215
two runs to back Torrez, who
*clue Hodge
207
Murray State easily won over
MSU was the overall winner
Xsan Janes
201
issued two walks and didn't Vanderbilt and the
University
High Ind Game rHC)
having three wins and no losses.
Sent
permit
a
Home
runner
past
second. of Louisville by identical scores
Jones
236
Other team results: U of L def.
ard Doherty
232
Torrez, part of Baltimore's 9-0. But the last match
proved a
n Kellar
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Vanderbilt 5-4; Southwest
227
bounty
—
along
with
Ken
SinHigh Ind Series(SC
bit more difficult than the first Brian McDonald, right winger Missouri def. U of L 9-0 anti
;Garry Evans
562
gleton — in the preseason deal two. MSU
was tied 4-4 with for the World,Hockey Associ- Vanderbilt 8-1.
YirgiI Setaer
574
with the Montreal Expos, has Southwest
harry Recker
557
Missouri with the ation's Indianapelis4Racers, has
Murray State will play Sill at
High Ind Series HC
lost eight times.
final and deciding match still, been sent home until he recov- Carbondale Sept. 22.
ken Kellar
633
He joined Jim Palmer, Cat- being played.
Vlynn Williams
632
Things did not ers completely from knee suritoward Goy
631
fish Hunter, Vida Blue, Jim look good
for Murray's No. 1 gery, club officials reported.
TENNIS . .
doubles team of Sindy and
Racers Coach Gerry Moore,
BAESTAD, Sweden — SweSandy Macovik as SWMO's at the opening day Sunday of den moved into the finals of the
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
Terry Plattenberg and Jodie training camp, said it was un- Davis Cup against either CzechA BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
Adams were leading 4-0 in the certain when McDonald might oslovakia or Australia as Birthird set. This didn't seem to be ready for action.
ger Andersson clinched the 4-1
disturb the Macovik duo as they
Otherwise, Moore reported triumph of a best-of-five series
won six straight games to his team in excellent shape for against Chile with a 6-3, 14-12,
capture the set and match to the 1975-76 season.
6-1 win over Patricio Cornejo
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's

.Red Sox Lose Rice For
Race Down Homestretc

Womens' Tennis Team
Wins Three Matches

strong defensively and have a intercepted in the endzrne and
the ground for a net of 166,
potent, offense. Frankly, both that was the game.
giving the Racers a 118-yard
held true Saturday night, even
total advantage. That's more
Western held on to the ball
though the Racers didn't cross and watched the clock run out
than the length of the football
into the endzone.
field yet the Racers never
as the string of magic in
All the Murray scores came Stewart Stadium ended.
crossed the endzone.
. _ .
from soccer-style kicker Emodi
In the Statiatlq r.tep4Ilment.
Ainagula, a junior who for- the only one that made a great
Gary Bruinm had a super
merly was on the Racer soccer difference was this one: game. He caught four passes for
team.
56 yards and led the reception
Murray, five punts for an
Arnagula had field goals of 37 average of 18.6; Western, seven department. Bernie Behrendt
and 25-yards in the first period punts for an average of 37.1.
had four passes for 49 yards and
and added a 35-yarder in the
One good thing about the loss. Doug Sanders four for 39 yards.
last quarter.
Willie DeLoach had two for 26
It wasn't a conference game
Senior quarterback Mike since the Racers don't Open and Larry F'oxwell two for 21.
Hobbie threw_ the hall 38 typitt, their..-leatite .5e4.5011.
••••••••••••••-•••••••:-••• a•
and completed 21 passes for 211 Saturday with a home game
A few months ago, Chuck
yards. But he was intercepted against Tennessee Tech.
Wempe was sitting in a
three times, all in the last half
wheelchair with both knees in
and in the final minute, he had a
BETWEEN THE LINES
casts. Saturday, he had seven
pass picked off in the Western
tackles and three assists to lead
Carolina endzone.
Defensive back Charlie in the defensive stats. Jay
Besides the punting, what Reeves suffered a knee injury in
Waddle had five and one, Les
killed Murray State was the the contest and could be out of Stinnett four and four, Mark
lack of the ground game. The action for some time. "I hurt it Hickman five and four and Al
Racers had just 73 net yards, walking off the field. That's Martin two and four.
though tailback Art Kennedy really something. If I'm going
looked impressive on several to get injured, why couldn't it be
What about those guys that
plays and finished with 75 net. in a game," Reeves commented
play with pain and nobody ever
Late in the second period, an on the sidelines.
knows about it? Well, early in
18-yard pu'ritby Murray set up
the game, Bruce Walker, who
the first Western Carolina
Statistics don't always tell the set a school record last year
score. The Catamounts took truth. Murray had 211 in the air with eight interceptions, broke
over the Racer 29. Five plays and 73 on the ground for 284 net his finger. But it didn't phase
later, Darrell Lipford plunged total yards. Western Carolina
him because he came right back
in from two yards out and had just 51 in the air and 115 on
out and joined the action.
following the PAT, the 'Cats
went up 7-6. That was the way
the score stood at halftime.
On the Second Racer
possession in the second half,
the offense was stopped on the
Racer 29. A bad snap from
center resulted in the ball flying
high
over
punter
Wes
Furgerson's head and the
former Murray High quarterback downed the ball in the
endzone for a safety, preventing
a sure Catamount six-pointer.
That left Western with a 9-6
lead.
The final score of the game
came with 5:40 left in the third
period when Lipford scored
from 11 yards out.
Last year, It was a home
season full of miracles and
nobody in the stands left until
the final few seconds of the
game.
With only a couple of minutes
left in the contest, the Racers
took over for one final time on
their own 14. A couple of quick
passes by Hobbie, a big run by
Art Kennedy and suddenly the
Racers were on the Catamour.
38.
Then Hobbie hit fullback
THE RACER OFFENSE — Emodi Amaguli, a former soccer player
Bernie Behrendt with a 19-yard
for the Racers and a Nigerian soccer-style kicker, had three field
pass and the Racers were 57
goals in the contest for the only Murray points in the loss to the
feet away from the endzone. But
Catamounts. He's only o junior so he'll be back again next year.
on the next play, the hal was
(Staff Pharos by Mae grandam)
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DAYTONA BEACH
▪ Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
Each vita completely equipped for
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
)telephones, TV, shopping center
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If you need a lot of cash suddenly,
see the Good News Loan People.
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Loans and financing
to $4,800.

THAT'S A FACEMASX — For the amateur football fan who does', t know what a focemask penalty is,
here it is. A Western Carolina defensive mon grabs Art Kennedy (20) of the Racers by the focemask and
that's a ao-no. Other Racers in the picture are Bernie Behreedt (371 Gary Brumm (KI)604060 thitchistm
,
(sten now by Allky Orsumiso
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Vois And Florida Upset
In Non-League Contests
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By TOM SALADINO
yard loss and a Wallace pass TDs.
field goals for Vanderbilt to acAP Sports Writer
was intercepted as time ran
Kansas came back from a 107 count for the Commodores'
Terinessee and Florida each out.
deficit in the final quarter to scoring. His 25-yarder with 28
suffered disappointing defeats
"We had our chances to edge Kentucky on Laverne seconds remaining
was good
over the weekend but both los- win," said Battle.
"But penal- Smith's 10-yard scoring run. enough for the victory.
ing Southeastern anference ties, fumbles
and dropped
Saturday's schedule among
football coaches looked to the passes kept us from scoring The Wildcats got a four-yard
TD from Derrick Ramsey and SEC schools includes: Alabama
future with the same objective. touchdqygis we should
have John Pierce's 47-yard field at Vanderbilt, Auburn at Ten"I.'m disappointed we lost, had."
goal.
nessee, Florida vs. Missigsippi,
but I'm not looking back," said
A 38-yard scoring pass from
"This will be a tough one to State at Jackson, Georgia at'
Tennessee Coach Bill Battle Dave Buckey to Elijah Marshake off," said ISU Coach South Carolina, Maryland at
after UCLA edged the 100- shall and a two-point
con- Charlie McClendon after being Kentucky, Rice vs. LSU at
ranked Vols 34-28 Saturday in a version run by John Evans
routed by Texas A&M. ISU ac- Shreveport and Southern Miss
regionally televised college pulled out North Carolina
cumulated
only seven first at Ole Miss.
football contest.
State's victory over Florida.
downs and 114 yards and failed
Miami hosts No. 1 Oklahoma
We fought our guts out,"
"We considered going for the
said Battle. -Now we're looking tie, but we decided to go for the to score until the final quarter. Friday night among area indeQuarterback Bubby Gilbert pendents. Saturday games inforward to Auburn. Our main win," said State Coach Lou
AFTER THE SHOOT-OUT? — It looks like a scene for on old western where all the cowobys are lying around dead but actually Ws Eddie
connected on touchdown passes clude Iowa State at Florida
McFarland of the Racers who had just picked off. poss and has been tackled. Other Racers are Charlie Reeves(4.1).amd./AwddlieliMIL...-- objective is winning the SEC." Holtz._
52 and 6 yards in Ttilaae's State, Clemson at Georgia •
---, notigDicko, wliose 14th- Auburn went ahead 10-0 in of
;23).
victory
and linebacker Jim Tech, Cincinnati at Louisville,
rated Florida Gators dropped the opening period when Kim
an 8-7 decision to North Caro- Sellers-raced 44 yards with a Gueno keyed the defense with Arkansas State at Memphis
13 tackles, nine unassisted.
State, Drake at Northeast Louilina State, said, "We will just blocked punt for a touchdown
Mark Adams kicked three siana arid Syracuse at Tulane.
have to regroup and just be and Chris Wilson added a
happy this wasn't a South- 20yard field goal. But Baylor
Trade Made
eastern Conference game."
got even in the final period
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Both clubs open the SEC race when Ronnie Lee caught a twoLouis Blues have announced
Saturday with tough opponents. yard TD pass.
Auburn is at Tennessee and
Former quarterback Dickie the trade of defenseman Larry
Florida travels to Jackson, Clark, who lost his job in last Sacharuk to the New York
By The Associated Press
Miss., to meet Mississippi State. season's opener against Mis- Rangers in exchange for left Here's how the top teams in the By BRUCE Lowirr
for only 95 yards and repeat- days of practice," said Simp- eluding 16 yards to Isaac Curtis
five Associated Press high
Aubure remains winless after sissippi State, got his revenge wing Bob MacMillan.
AP Sports Writer
edly failing to connect on tie son, who scored two touch- for a touchdown, and Boobie a 10-10 tie with Baylor
The Blues said Sunday they school football polls fared last
Saturday Saturday. Clark, now a defenweek: State AAAA
Maybe the New England Pa- long tosses.
downs and rushed for 173 Clark and Lenvil Elliott rushed while Mississippi State was sive end, picked off an errant also would receive future con- 1.Ashland def. Ironton, Ohio, 14triots were still on strike.
siderations
0.
Steelers 37, Chargers 0
in
the
deal.
yards. He also had 73 rushing for scores as the Bengals beat ipset by Georgia 28-6.
pass and ran 71 yards for a
Bawling Green def. OwensAt least, their offense was on
MacMillan, 22, spent most of 2.
"We came out smokin' to- yards wiped out by penalties Cleveland and the Browns' new
In other games involving SEC touchdown to trigger Georgia's
boro Apollo 26.7.
Sunday.
last
day," said Pittsburgh's Terry against his teammates.
season
in
Providence
of
coach, Forrest Gregg.
the
3.0wensboro
def. Madisonville
schools, Alabama returned to victory.
7-0.
The Pats, whose strike a Bradshaw, who completed 21 of
American
Hockey
League,
Ferguson passed for two
Colts 35, Bears 7
its accustomed winning ways
Alabama's wishbone blasted
Bryan Station def. Covweek ago precipitated a week 28 passes Or 219 yards. Among touchdowns and ran for a third
where he scored 18 goals and 29 4.Lex.
Bert Jones hit Glenn Doughty with a 56-0 conquest of Clem- out 437 yards in the rout
ington Catholic 22-7.
of assists
of division in the National Foot- them were a 40-yard bomb to on a busted play. New York's with a pair of scoring passes son, Kansas
5.Lex.
Tales Creek lost to
in
46
games.
He played
edged Kentucky Clemson to return to winning
Boone County 21.14.
ball League and resulted in frank.Lewis and a 38-yarder to Joe Namath also passed for and Don McCauley scored two 1410, Texas
two
years
with
the
Minnesota
A&M routed Loui- ways after being upset by MisJefferson County AAAA
four other club walkouts, John Stallworth, both for touch- two scores but was intercepted touchdowns in the Colts' rout of siana
Fighting Saints of the World 1.0401A David def. Iroquois, V.
State
r e_e-.41A4204-itMaommer- Tula
roun&-the-clock. contract nego- downs.
Flbckey Astoeiiition before signChicago.
four times.
trirriftikl lioliftiftiXfppi 14-3 and
2.St. Xavier def. Central 21-7..
Coach
Paul
"Bear"
tiations and the near-cancellaBryant
ing
with
the
Rangers.
Redskins 41, Saints 3
It
was
Cowboys 18, Rams 7
a .success for Balti- Vanderbilt remained the only
3.Trinity def. DeSales 14-0.
tion of the first weekend of
Sacharuk originally signed 4.Fairdale def. Doss 38.17
Quarterback Billy Kilmer,
"Oh man, was the defense su- more's new coach, Ted March- unbeaten SEC team with a 9-6 called it "the beginning of our
5.DeSales
lost to Trinity 14-0.
second
season." Sophomore with the Rangers in 1972 and
games, played football like the one of the most vocal support- per," Cowboys Coach Tom Lan- ibroda, and a disaster for Jack victory over Rice.
State AAA
fullback Johnny Davis led the also played for their Provi- 1F?. Thomas
rest of the clubs.
ers of Washington's walkout, dry shouted after Dallas inter- Pardee, new coach of the
Highlands def.
Among area independents,
attack
with
98
Newport
rushing yards dence club two years ago. In
Catholic 36-0.
On second thought, not quite. unleashed four touchdown cepted Rams' quarterback Bears.
Georgia Tech defeated Miami
2.Franklin•Si
mpson
def. Warren
and one touchdown. Willie Shel- 1972-73, he was named Minor
They played — but they passes, two to Charley Taylor James Harris three times and
Vikings 27, 49ers 17
of Florida 38-23, Bowling Green
East 34-0.
by
added
65
yards
and
two
League Player of the Year.
didn't score. Neither did Hous- and one each to Jerry Smith held Los Angeles to only 20
3.Shelby County def. Ft. Knox
Running
backs
Brent nipped Southern Mississippi
26-7.
ton's offense — but the Oilers, and Ralph Nelson.
McClanahan and Chuck Fore- 16-14, Drake bombed Louisville
yards passing.
4.Newport Catholic lost to Ft.
thanks to safety Willie Germa"I went out on a limb for
Thomas Highlands 36-0.
Toni Fritsch kicked four field man scored fourth-quarter 31-7, Florida State stopped Utah
5.Erlanger Lloyd def. Newport
ny's 48-yard sprint with a Mack something I believed in," he goals in the lopsided game.
touchdowns to lead the defend- State 17-8, Cincinnati upset
13-12. State AA
Herron fumble in the first peri- said of the strike, "so you know
ing NFC champion Vikings past Memphis State 13-3 and Eastern
Broncos 37, Chiefs 33
1.Middiesboro def. Corbin 14 7.
2.SOmerSet lost to Lou. Manual
od, beat New England 7-0.
that I wanted to play good."
Billy Van Heusen grabbed a San Francisco.
Michigan defeated Northeast
12-0.
The only other team that
Lions 30, Packers II
Cardinals 23, Falcons 20
Charley Johnson touchdown
3.Scott County def. Lewis Coun.
Louisiana State 27-24.
played but didn't score was San
"Breaking into pro football pass WItb-1:49 left, capping a
ty
34-6.
"You're out there all afterTennessee almost pulled out
Diego. But the Chargers could this way is kind of tough," said two-touchdown burst that boost- noon — 59 minutes — and it the victory on the West Coach HUNTINGTON,- W.Va. ( AP) vided his team with a season- 4.Mayfield def. Murray 3-0.
County lost to Trigg
be forgiven. They had the unen- Green Bay's rookie punter, ed Denver past Kansas City comes down to this. All I can when the Vols scored with 7:37 — Marshall Universty football opening victory. "But I had 5.Caldwell
County 26-14.
viable task of opening the sea- Steve Broussard, who had three and spoiled the debut of Chiefs' do is go out there and do my left to pull within six points, coach Frank Ellwood has a confidence. That's the imporState A
1.Frankfort def. Eminence 42-8.
son against Pittsburgh, the de- of his punts blocked and turned Coach Paul Wiggin.
best," St. Louis' Jim Bakken and reached UCLA's 29-yard sore stomach and a three-game tant thing."
2.Heath def. Reidland 38-6.
The kick, which came with 3.Richmond Madison def. Lex.
fending Super Bowl champion
into Detroit touchdowns that
said after his 25-yard field goal line with 25 seconds left. How- losing streak as a result of
Bengals 24, Browns 17
Marshall's
Moreto
loss
19-16
Henry Clay 13:6.
The Steelers started the 1976 rukped Bart Starr's debut as
second
one
left,
Johnson's
was
Ken Anderson completed 17 at the final gun wrecked the ever quarterback Randy Walhead State Saturday night.. __second held goal of the game. 4.Raceland, idle.
season with the klid of defl Ehe Pithlers' head coach.
of 27 passes for 287 yards,.11- _Falcons' upset hopes.
5.Harrodsburg act Bardstown
lace was then thrown for it--W "We just can't establish any
that resulted in the 1974 -title,
He also booted a 39-varder in 36 0
Levi Johnson blocked two, reconsistency
offense,"
on
Elsilencing San Diego 37-0.
the
first
half.
covering one in the end zone
lwood moaned after his team
Three of the other striking and enabling L,-ry Ball to pick
So, while Johnson enjoys his
was beaten on a last-second hero's role, Ellwood must go
teams fared better than the Pa- up the second and run 34 yards
field goal by Morehead's Laird back to the drawing board to
triots. Washington rolled over for a touchdown.
Johnson. "We got a spark go- prepare for next Saturday
New Orleans 41-3, Detroit
Giants 23, Eagles 14
ing, then just fell apart.
ripped Green Bay 30-16 and the
night's game here with Illinois
"Sure, we lost a day, but we
"It hurts, I tell you. My State. And a look at last SaturNew York Giants defeated were prepared," Giants' Coach
stomach hurts."
Philadelphia 23-14. The fourth Bill Arnsparger said of his
day's statistics will show why
The loss was Marshall's 12th he has his work cut out for him
striking club, the New York team's brief walkout last week.
straight and third in a row . ... and why he can be
By HOWARD SMITH
Jets, were clubbed 42-14 by New York beat the Eagles on
lead on a two-run double by run in the sixth.
thanksince Ellwood took over the ful he's seen the last of
AP Sports Writer
Buffalo.
Dick Allen and a run-scoring
Astros 4, Dodgers 1
two short second-quarter touchVic Wilreins
this
season.
It boils down to this: Pitts- double and sacrifice fly by
In Sunday's other games, down sweeps by running back
liams.
J.R. Richaid held Los AngeThe Thundering Herd hasn't
Dallas surprised Los Angeles Ron Johnson and George burgh plays Philadelphia the Mike Anderson. Dick Ruthven, les to eight hits and contributed
While Marshall outgained
18-7, Denver outlasted Kansas Hunt's 41-yard field goal with next three nights. All the Pi- 2-2, checked the Mets until the a two-run single for Houston. won since the second game of
City 37-33, Cincinnati held off 4:45 left in the game. ?hila- rates have to do is win one of seventh when McGraw came on Richard, 12-9, bested Rick Rho- the 1974 campaign, which also Morehead 252 yards to 209, the
saw Marshall lose two games Thundering Herd gave up the
Cleveland 24-17, Baltimore delphia got two touchdown those games and they win the to earn his 14th save, but not den, 3-3.
by a last second field goal.
ball no less than six times on
throttled Chicago 35-7, Min- passes, one apiece by Mike National League East Division before giving up a two-run
Giants 2, Padres 1
But while Ellwood nurses his mistakes, including four fumtitle.
'nesota beat San Francisco 27-17 Boryla and Roman Gabriel.
homer to Ron Hodges in the
John Montefusco hurled a
Even an optimist like Phils' ninth.
and St. Louis fought off Atlanta
five-hitter to raise his record to sore stomach this week, John- bles and two interceptions.
Bills 42, Jets 14
car
interceptions
reliever
were
McGraw
Tug
admits
23-20.
Reds 3, Braves 0
14-9, the most victories for a son, a sophomore from Reston, Both
The Jets missed two days of
insurance.
Left-hander Don Gullett, 14-4. Giant rookie since Larry Jan- Va., will be the toast of the grabbed by Morehead's WilIn tonight's nationally tele- workouts — and also missed things look bleak for his club.
liams, an All-Ohio Valley Con"We'll go out and play and and Rawley Eastwick combined sen won 21 games in 1947. town in Morehead, Ky.
vised game, Oakland is at their last exhibition when New
Rimini' Ross
"It wasn't a good kick," ference cornerback. He also reMiami.
England went on strike. On hope to make it interesting," on a two-hitter and Ken Griffey Brent Strom, 8-7, took the loss.
Ml.
Johnson said Saturday night covered a fumble and blocked 75
What might have happened if Sunday, they missed O.J. Simp- said McGraw,"but we'll be for- belted a two-run homer in the
Expos 5, Cubs 4
Pismo /WOW
after
another
38
field
his
yard
progoal
pass.
tunate
if
we
win."
first for Cincinnati. Griffeas
.
Jim Lyttle's RBI-single with ..
the Pats had quarterback Jim son, Joe Ferguson and just
Of course the Pirates could homer was his fourth of the one out in the ninth won it for
Plunkett is a matter for con- about everything else the Bills
lose the next three games and season and came off Phil Montreal. Jerry White homered
jecture. With Plunkett sidelined threw at them.
by a shoulder separation, young
"It's tough to go two weeks still take the title, but that's not Niekro, 15-14. Dan Driessen for the Expos and Manny Trillo
Neil Graff had to try to do the without playing a game and it's quite the way they want to do doubled home ,the third Reds' hit one for Chicago.
job. He didn't succeed, passing a huge handicap missing those it.
"I think it would be something special to clinch it
against the the Phillies." said
Pittsburgh second baseman
has a ,
Rennie Stennett. "They're the
team that is chasing us and
Resort Inn
they're the team we have to
MIAMI (AP) — Don Shula Iry Goode and Torn Funchess.
beat.
will find out how good his
Out for the season with inIndoor Pool
"And I'm sure our fans would rebuilt Miami Dolphins are juries are safety Dick Anderlike us to clinch it against the tonight in a National Football son, linebacker Nick Buoniconti
Outdoor Pool
Phillies. I don't think they like League season-opening test and defensive tackle Bob
Heinz.
them too much, just like the against the Oakland Raiders, Defensive tackle Manny
FerTwo Tennis Courts
Phillie fans don't like us."
which stopped Miami 28-26 in nandez will be out at least two
Pirates
The
turned in a last year's playoffs.
more weeks with a sprained
Exquisite Dining
come-from-behind 5-3 victory
Oakland is basically the same ankle, and safety Jake Scott
over St. Louis Sunday while the team entering the contest, na- and defensive
Two Lounges
end Bill Stanfill,
Phils beat New York 4-2. That tionally televised at 9 p.m. coming back
from injuries, are
left the Bucs six games ahead EDT. Dave Dalby replaces the doubtful
Sauna
performers tonight.
with seven to play.
retired Jim Otto at center,
Despite all that, the Dolphins
Elsewhere in the NL, Cincin- Monte Johnson Jnoves in at managed
Health Club
to compile a 5-1 exhinati blanked Atlanta 3-0, Hous- middle linebacker for Dan Con- bition
record, the same as Oakand much, much more ton defeated Los Angeles 4-1, ners, who was cut, and line- land. It was Miami's best preSan Francisco edged San Diego' backer Ted Hendricks has been season
(.4
record in its 10-year hisincluding being only
2-1 and Montreal shgded Chi- added.
Gary.
cago 5-4.
But Shula has watched the
But tonight's game is the
19.50 per couple
St. Louis right-hander Bob World Football League, trades
Forsch took a two-hitter and a and injuries drastically alter first one that counts and will
for two days and
3-1 lead into the bottom of the the unit which was shooting for prove whether the offense can
eighth but left in favor of Mike a fourth straight Super Bowl move with Don Nottingham and
one night including
Wallace after Manny Sanguillen appearance when it ran into Norm Bulaich sharing Csonka's
post and with Nat Moore filling
led off with a single. Wallace Oakland last December._
the use of all facilities
Warfield's shoes.
walked
-Robertson
Bob
-andG&W k• t ViFL—are fullback
Ad must be presented for
It also will test a defense that
gave way to Mike Garman. Lorry Csonka, wide receiver
Weekend vacationViscount
must rely on second-year defenThen the Bucs got serious.
Paul Warfield and running sive
linemen Randy Crowder
Pinch-hitair Willie Randolph back Jim Kiick.
_
and Don Reese, Mike( Kolen in
singled for one run. Garman
Traded or cut are wide re- the
middle instead of his familLouisville, Kentucky
threw Stennett's bunt away for ceiver Marlin Briscoe, tight end
another, Richie Hebner hit a Mary Fleming, defensive backs iar outside linebacking spot,
Breckintidge Lane South Exit
16th and Chestnut
and rookie Barry Hill in Andersacrifice fly for a third and Al Henry Skuckey and Lloyd MumExpressw
Watterson
(1-264)
ay
the
off
Oliver capped the rally with an phord, linebackers Bruce Ban- sen's safety position.
Reservations Necessary
Oakland quarterback Ken _
single.
yum
non and Larry Ball, defensive
Phone Collect 502 456 5050 or
Stabler
raked the Dolphins deThe Phils won their ,ballgame lineman Maulty Moore and ofToll Erea_201:1 228 22_11
with less drama, building a 4-0 fensive linemen 'Doug Crusan. fenie for four touchdown passes
in the playoff game

Patriots' Offense Was
On Strike in First Game

How They Did
Over Weekend

Marshall Coach Having
Problems With Offense

:er player
hies field
is: to the
year.
arewiee)

Bucs' Magic Number
Reduced To J ust One

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
---on

Our lbetkind Uacation

Dolphins To Get Test
With Raiders Tonight

BIG CHOICE SPECIAL
(Take Your Choice)

Big Hamburger
Steak $1"

Chicken Dinner
$149

Shrimp Basket
21 count"
1"

Good Tue. & Wed. Sept. 23 & 24

\ The Palace

Brechinridge Inn

Fr
urray
5573

• • _your friends-at-the Palace. Always open 24
- 753-7992

r
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FARM RIVIIIYAN

gall
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From The County Agent

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

Don't Guess
Forage Test

Murray'&fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN *SOYBEANS *WHEAT

111

Distributors of
be as much as a three-fold
difference between the high and
low protein levels in the hay or
corn silage samples analyzed in
Kentucky during the past few
years. It is important to know
the moisture content of corn
silage since as little as 3 per
cent variation in moisture
content causes the feeding
value of the silage to vary in
opposite direction by 10 per cent
GIANT TRACTOR — Thirteen-year-old Clayton Griffith operates one of the largest if not the record largest tractors to
or more.
ever operate in this area. The tractor, owned by his father, Lonzo, has four-wheel drive and many comforts of home inIt is important to get a
cluding a cab complete with air-conditioning, steieo radio and tape player, power steering, tilt seat and steering wheel
representative sample if the
and other comforts for the driver. It turns 215 hp (factory listing) and is shown pulling a 28 ft. disc. The tractor, ordered
forage testing is to be the most
from J. D. Equipment Co.in Mayfield, has a 466 cubic inch turbocharged and intercooled diesel engine.
useful. With hay samples it is
necessary to have a forage
sampling tool. We have one in
the office, and we will be glad to
loan it to you. In taking hay
samples, select about 12 bales
from random areas of the hay
barn. First cutting should be
sampled separately from
succeeding crops unless all are
fed simultaneously. Silage
By FRED GILLUM
This past week Gilbert Sears, processes, I mean they learn historians can often fill in gaps
samples should be taken after
Area Resource Development community process, decision in a community's history. You
4-H Extension Agent
three or four feet of silage has
Specialist, and I attended a making process. All of the may want to make a display for
•
been- fed'. *It -ts belt- to take
Workshop on processes that are used to ac- your community library.
The purpose of the Com- State-Wide
samples by digging into the munity Pride Program is to Community Pride. At this complish goals.
• Full line of farm tractors
5. Study the settling of your
silage at about twelve different motivate young people and their meeting, many different
• Noted Ford economy, versatili
Community Price Programs community or county. Where
locations. If taken from an leaders to a greater awareness Community Pride Projects will be making a real con• Broad line of equipment
did early settlers come from?
unloader, let it run a while to get of their natural and social en- were presented. Our own Junk tribution in the coming year's Why did they choose your
• Genuine Ford parts
a representative moisture vironment and to create a Car Removal Program that the activities. An Area-Wide locale? Where are the earliest
• Fast service
determination.
desire to improve it. Yes, Fiscal Court and 4-H and Workshop for leaders and 4- remaining buildings? What
Forage analysis is necessary
Community Pride is the Homemakers sponsored was H'ers is in the planning stages other evidence remains of early
to select the optimum least-cost
and will probably be held in pioneers. Members may Want to
Community Development also presented.
concentrate formula needed to
This past year thirteen- November or early December. write down their family trees.
Program of 4-H.
offset the protein and energy
4-H Community Pride is more thousand young people par- A Bicentennial Community
6. What about a pageant
deficiencies in your forage. It
than just picking up litter along ticipated in this dynamic new 4- Pride Theme was adopted by centering on the history of 4-H
also enables dairymen to obtain
the Purchase Area 4-H Council in your county? It could be
the roadside or ecycling H program.
more accurage grain feeding paper,
The learning experiences to be used in the coming year. included in your county fair,
although some litter
recommendations for inThis is a great program, and your awards night, your
lifting and paper packing goes offered In young people in this
dividual cows on monthly DHIA
on. It is more like finding out Program are unlimited. Youth adults and teens who are in- leaders' banquet, or wherever
reports. We have the forage
what problems our community learn process that help them terested in working on a else it might fit.
sample bags at our office, and
has and getting people together understand our community, Community Action Program
7. As your club decides upon a
will be glad to assist you in
county, government, etc. By are needed. If you would like to community project, consider a
153-9431
Hey 941
to do something about them.
getting this chore done.
become involved, please call Bicentennial
theme—
me at the County 4-H Office at preservation of historical sites,
209 Maple, 753-1452.
—
identification of landmarks,
Ideas For Club &
writing a history of 4-H in your
County Bicentennial
restoration
of
county,
Involvement
cemetaries, planting trees and
(Thanks To the IOWA
shrubs for the future, etc.
4-H Newsletter)
8. As you cortider trips or
1. Set up a community craft
HOW YOU GET MONEY Fanner owned-farmer controlled
exchanges during the BicenBy Barletta Wrather
Money is worth what it takes to workshop to encourage youth
tennial years, remember there
County Home Ec. Agent
are points of historical interest
MONEY - What is money? get it. When a person brings and adults to recapture pride in
Money is standard pieces of home a paycheck, he has traded homemade work—quilting, throughout Kentucky. A
weekend or week long trip can
gold, silver, copper, nickel or many hours of hard work for weaving, curing meat, churning
be developed for a particular
paper stamped by government money. Even if he didn't have to butter, wood carving, patpart of the state.
authority and used as a means work for it, somebody else did. chwork, hand husking, syrup
He uses this money to buy thc making, soap making, caning,
9. Honor early citizens of your
of trading or exchange.
.
'community. You may want to
Money is used to buy or trade things he wants and needs. If he etc.
2. Have youth tape-record
look particularly at those people
for things you cannot or do not is a smart shopper and a wise
who have had an impact on your
want to make for yourself. consumer he can make his older community members as
money go a long way.
they reminisce about their
county's 4-H program.
Money is earned in exchange
Have you ever bought things earlier days. Youth can write up
for skills or services or received
as gift. Money is a resource just to be spending your money? these sessions in the form of
What did you buy? You have a newspapers or books, using
which is exchnaged for work
753-2924
Industrial Rd.
lot of choices and probably only their own artwork and style.
done or given as a gift.
TYPES OF MONEY- CASH a limited amount of money to Community members, family
( coins,
paper
money); spend, so you must be wise members, and historical
CHECKS ( personal, bank, about your purchase. Your societies are interested in these
payroll, travelers); CREDIT consumer choices are set by recollections of the past.
what you see-on TV, in
3. Have yout club look at
CARDS.
newspapers, in store windows, early American documents—
Money Can Be Spent On:
Declaration of InGoods or Merchandise: toys, and items you see your friends the
have purchased. Here are some dependence, the Constitution,
food, cars, clothes
Services: doctor, teacher, questions te ask yourself before the Bill of Rights. How do youth
Long Wearing FORGED
you buy: 1. Do I need this new see America today in relation to
plumber
STEEL GUARDS
thing?
2. Can I afford it? 3. Will these important documents.
Entertainment: movies, ball
this purchase take too much of
4. Have club members collect
games, bowling
my money? 4. Would I rather old letters, photos, diaries,
Travel: tolls, bus fares, gas.
have something else? 5. Will it artifacts. Have them look in
COMBINE
last as long as I want it to last' attics, basements, garages,
KNIVES
6. Is it the best item for the barns, dumps, etc. When many
purpose'7. Where can I buy it' people assembly evidence, local
Peak performance
It's NOT for the BIRDS!
of your combine
Grain left on fields is
means better harvest.
costly. Check your
Do the iob right with our
equipment for bent
sharp, serrated IH knives
A Consumer Tip
or broken guards and
from Extension SrieCieflits et
replace them now.
FARM TIRE SERVICE
the UK College of Agriculture

By Ted Howard
Agriculture Agent
High quality forage is the key
to profitable production of milk
and meat in Calloway County.
More nutrients can generally be
produced at less cost in forage
form than in concentrates such
as grain and oil meals. Forage
is a very necessary part of the
dairy cow ration, if she is to
have a healthy digestive tract,
stay on feed, and maintain a
satisfactory milk fat test. The
Forage Analysis Program is
designed to help improve forage
quality and feeding programs.
Proper use of this service can
markedly increase net returns
on most dairy and livestock
farms.
It costs very little, if any
more, to produce high quality
forage than low quality forage.
However variation in nutirent
content of forages is astounding. For example, there may

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
_
_
Board
Chicago
continually reports
,
Wheat
Direct teletype
end
of Corn,-Soybeans
of Trade and prices

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner

4-H Pride Makes Things Happen
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MF 235
42 PTO hp'
MF 255
50 PTO he.

MF 265
60 PTO hp.

MF 275
67 PTO Pp.

•Mfgrs Est

Murray Ford
Tractor

'Co-Op
Products
Insure
Quality'

Bobby Meador, Mgr.

Four
powerful ways
to pocket
rg $450
in cash...

FORD IBM TORS..

If you've been waiting for just the right deal on a 40-70 hp
tractor, you just found it. It's called the Massey 450.
This special offer allows your Massey-Ferguson dealer
to put you behind the wheel of any one of these tractors
at exceptionally low prices, plus you'll receive a special
factory cash bonus from $350 up to $450.
Buy a Massey 235 with naitdoed Iedz4 and well
send you a check for $450. Buy an MF 255, MF 265,
MF 2'75, or MF 235 power steering, and you'll get $350
in cash.
Moving up in power?
Move up to Massey and
'•
pocket up to $450
in cash to boot.
Offer expires
October 3,
1975

What Is Money?

THE CO-OP STORE

Dui
week
been
feder
leade
shipn
Russi
— But
press
subje
contri
just
finau

b64

MP

FEED
SEED
FERTILIZER
FARM SUPPLIES

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Calloway County

Industrial Rd.

753-1319

Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.

PAY NO MORE!

Limited
Supply
Only

COMBINE PARTS

SPECIAL
1 Used 1972 Massey Ferguson 410
Combine in excellent condition. 13
ft. platform, air conditioned,
Hydraulic reel and chopper.

Buy fresh milk in gallon or
half-gallon containers if you
can use that much milk without waste, UK Extension
foods specialists recommend
You' can usually Save a few
cents per quart by guying
containers larger than quartsize Also, buy nonfat dry
milk in as, large a package as
you can store and use -with
out waste, they suggest

Purchase
Equipment Co.
94 E.

VINSON
Tractor Co.

Ph. 753-2215

Cadiz Hwy. 753-4892
•

3600 Bushel-.
Bin
for only
$3,494!
BUTLER
AGRI-BUILDER

BUY THE BEST!
• Planning Assistance • Construction service
• Service -After-The -Sale
• Broad Range of Bin Sizes to Meet Your
Needs

Complete Tire Service
for Tractors, Coimblnes, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mild and Snow Tires

Purchase Tire Mart'
East Main at Industrial Road
753-7111
Max Keel, Mgr.

Contact:

Jim Walker

Includes:

El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
Combine Chains
Combine Parts
for all makes

Special!

•

18' Diameter Bin, Full ;ength outside ladder,
Inside
Ladder, Drying Floor, Steel Sub-Structures, 24"
Single-Transition;7%-14.F.- Fan W/Cori‘iiiii:Well
and Tube w/Control Rod, Sub-floor unloading
Auger w/motor, Concrete Foundation and erected
on your farm.

C & S Farm Structures
a

h.502
.4)534102

4
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Advisory Council To Meet Tuesday

Breaking Ground
Commentary On Issues And Events
Written By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation

Board
V heat ,

Mgr.

"S

By Gary Huddleston
During the past four to six
weeks, a heated dispute has
been going on among farmers,
federal officials and union
leaders over the sales and
shipment of U. S. grain to
Russia.
— But, until very recently, most
press coverage given the
subject has portrayed the
controversy as one involving
just George Meany, his affiliated maritime unionists and

issue is the question of surplus
President
Ford.
Farm production.
Consumers have a
spokesmen have tried valiantly
vital stake in getting the grain
to get their viewpoint across to
the media, but have, at least in produced, while farmers' main
concern is getting it sold.
*the -Kentucky area, been virBut the fact that the laborites,
tually ignored.
federal officials and news
Meany,on the other hand, has
reporters have often overlooked
been decoratir..18_ the television
is that both concerns, producing
newscasts and page one
grain and selling grain, are tied
headlines on a frustratingly
together inseparably.
re6ulat
If the farmers are allowed to
Particularly insulting to
farmers was the recent an- sell what they have, at a
nouncement in Washington that reasonable profit, they will
a
long-term
grain-sale continue to produce that much
arrangement will be formulated more in future years. If they
between us and the Soviets. The can't sell their current crop,
announcement was made after then next year's crop will be
a meeting of union leaders and reduced.
Americans
are
very
federal labor officials.
No farmers, or no Agriculture frustrated with retail prices,
A Consumer Tip
Department representatives; mainly because they move in
from Extension SPOCI•lists at
were present when this only one direction — UP. This
the UK College of Agriculture
significant food policy decision frustration is easily tapped by
labor demagogues who 40( to
was made.
Give fond buying tile
blame farmers, and farm
"With
union
bosses
the
and
attention it deserves, UK
product exports, for rising food
Extension foods specialists politicians divvying up the
prices.
recommend Try to shop food," one farmer said later, "it
But government analysts tell
makes me wonder how they
too
not
when the store is
would look sitting on the tractor us that of the expected 9 per
crowded and you :have time 'seat nextyeir. If they keep cent increase in food prices this
to select with care. Then
playing games with this year's year, only 1.5 per cent increase
make an effort to study labels surplus, big grain crops will go can be attributed to selling
and compare prices to find
grain overseas. The, other 7.5
out of style, fast."
the best buys
At the core of the grain export per cent will be caused by increased transportation and
LABOR costs, a fact the everbelligerent Mr. Meany never
A Few
mentions.
Perhaps this politically
volatile farmer vs. union
dispute was best summed up in
Still In Stock
a recent far-sponsored full-page
advertisement in the Louisville
Don't Wait Any Longer, See Us Today.
Courier-Journal.
Noting the depressing impact
Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wright or J. H. Nix
of the current grain export
embargo on farm prices, the ad
copy reads, The only prospect
we in America have for another
bumper grain crop next year is
for farmersto be able to sell this
year's crop, at a profit."
Cutting off customers, Russia
CHEVROLET
or others, from U. S. farm
641 South
753-2617 exports
does nothing to improve
that prospect.

1975 Trucks

gr. Est

-70 hp
dealer
tors
ml

50

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

p. m. at the Vocational Center.
Calloway County High School.
The Council is composed of
The
classes are still identified
three elected officers along with
the officers of the Young-Adult by the community names.
The Advisory Council will
Farmer class, the three Adult
meet to discuss and make plans
Farmer
classes,
and for the 1975-76 instructional
representatives from both the
program.
Murray Independent and
The council members are:
Calloway County Boards of
Chairman, 011ie Hall, Kirksey
Education.
Class; Vice-Chairman, Rob
Four classes are conducted
McCallon, Young - Adult class;
annually at the Vocational
Secretary, Jim Stahler, Young Center between the months of
Adult class; Members are: Max
Jamie Potts was recently November and April for far- Workman, Carroll
M. Rogers,
named as teacher of agriculture mers and those interested in
itland
Darnell.
Lynn
for the Calloway County - Adult—Farming th 'Calloway County. Class; Bill Edd
Hendon, Bobby
Farmer Program conducted The 1975-76 classes will be Spiceland,
and Harold Houston
through the Murray-Calloway taught by Jamie Potts.
of the New Concord class;
The classes are organized by
Vocational
County
Area
Clinton Burchett, Charles
Education Center. He succeeds communities. Prior to the 1974- Tucker, and John
Tucker of the
75
class year, the classes were Kirksey
Hamp Brooks who started the
Class;
Carves
adult program in Calloway conducted in the communities Paschall, Billy Adams, Sherrill
of
County in 1960. Brooks retired
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, New Gargus of the Young-Adult
July 1, 1975 after 42 years in Concord, and the county-wide class; and one member from
Young-Adult class was held at each Board of Education.
education.
Potts is a native of Calloway
County and a former high
school student of Brooks. He has
a B. S. in agriculture and his
masters degree in agronomy
from Murray State University
with graduate work in
education at Western Kentucky
University and University
of Kentucky. He taught
vocational agriculture for six
years at Farmington High
School. He has spent two and
one-half years in Frankfort as
"Judges
Stubblefield
state supervisor in agribusiness
Stubblefield Jerseys, Route 5, Murray, was recently named
education for the State
Senior and Grand Champion of the Obion County Fair in
Department of Education. Prior
Union City, Tn. and the Gibson County Fair in Trenton, Tn.
to accepting employment in the
She had previously won honors at several other shows this
adult farmer program, he was
summer, including first place four year old at the Kentucky
field representative in the
State Fair F. F. A. Show in Louisville.
Murray office of Jackson
Purchase Production Credit
Association.
Membership is held by Potts
in the Kentucky and National
Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Associations, Kentucky and American Vocational
Associations, and in the
Calloway County FFA Alumni
Association. He is a member of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
"Dynamos Miss Scarlet Nell," a senior yearling owned by
of Christ.
Stubblefield
jerseys of Murray, was junior Champion at the
The Potts family presently
Obion County Fair in Union City,In.. and the Gibson County
reside in Murray. His wife is the
Fair in Trenton, Tn. Krit Stubblefield, was also the winner of
former Jane Stubblefield from
New Concord. They are the the "Youth Showmanship Award," at the Obion County Fair.
Krit is a member of the F. F. A. Chapter at Calloway County
parents of two boys, John Mark
and David.
High School.
The Advisory Council for the
Adult Vocational Agriculture
Program, operated through the
Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center, will be held
Tuesday, September 23, at 7:30

Potts Named
Ag Teacher

Welding

Fabrication

4Il,

Murray Machine and Tool Co.
Industrial Rood

753-3474

ATTENTION!
Mr. Farmer
Individual Retirement
Accounts
TODAYS plan for TOMORROW'S security

An individual Retirement Account
(IRA) is a personal tax-sheltered
retirement plan. It was developed by
Congress to bring to every American
worker the opportunity to build a
more secure future for himself and
for his family.
IRA's are available to any wageearner. The only requirement is that
you not currently be a participant in
any other retirement plan.

Come in and inquire
about Bank of Murray's
IRA Accounts

Bank of Murray
FDIC

'bet

E

Awl

44,

We are pleased to advise you of a finance charge waiver on JDEP
financed sales of John Deere equipment which occur after the
use season. Fioance charges may be waived according to the
sold-delivery dates and finance dates shown below:
FINANCE DATE

SOLD AND DEIIVERED

PLANTERS

1 1'14 75-30 Apr 76

1 May 76

CULTIVATORS ROTARY HOES

1 Sept. 75 - 31 May 76

1 June 76

1 Sept 75 - 31 Mar 75

1 Apr 76

BALERS AND
MOWER CONDITIONERS

yOHN DEERE
j

D

UIMENT, N
Paris Road, Mayfield
Co-Owners: Robert Barrett and J. W. McCarty
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Proposal Would Tighten Tax Loopholes
million from about 80,000 persons, the committee's tax experts predicted.
The panel adopted the proposal as p.irt of n wide-raging
tax revision bill being drafted
for House action later this
year.
Existing law provides for a
minimum tax of 10 per cent OQ
the total of certain kinds of
"tax preference" items above a
$30,000 exemption. Tax preference items include such things

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
proposal approved by the
House Ways arid Means Committee would make it virtually
impossible for a wealthy taxpayer to escape federal taxation legally.
The proposal, approved 25 to
8 Thursday, would expand the
reach of the minimum tax. It
now produces about $180 million in revenue annually from
about 30,000 persons. The panel's changes would produce $700

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
Girl's name
0:dLY4 ÜLJb WUR
Livestock feed
OMO ODE
Petty ruler
1 Dress border
OS °EFS::
Tractableness
4 European
02S3 U000
capital
Novelties
Possessive
MOO UOMU
9 Perform
.
M90
pronoun
12 Eggs
GOMA@ G209 VO
8 Diphthong
13 Lessen
A20I1SM ORSOMM
14 Tibetan
S Time gone by
GM UOM2 MIUM2
gazelle
10 Mountain pass
WIDUO OUCI@
11 Youngster
15 Dance step
BUD9 WMUM
17 Bring
16 Spreads for
VUO FIUI
drying
19 Latin
OMM VENOM KOIM
'OA
-- 17 ..1F4s9.61GUM MAORI MOF.g
18 Flocks
20 Small rug
20 Parent Icolloq.)21 Pamphlet
48 Experimental
37 Comb form
21 Football score 22 Giver of gift
external
room (collet(' 1
Iabbr I
24 Explains again
38 Sandy waste 49 Priest's
25 Comfort
23 Siamese
vestment
continent
42
Strict
A
native
26
50 Hint
labbr
24 Most unusual 27 Brief
45 Epiclike
52 Tiny
28 Fish eggs
29 Sicilian
narrative
53 Female sheep
volcano
30 Pierce
46 Misplaced
55 Man's
31 Negative
32 Poker stake
nickname
47 Devoured
33 Boredom
34 Bow
35 River in
Belgium
36 Joined
39 Bitter vetch
40 Stupor
41 Marsh
43 Compass
point
U
•04
...•
44 Guido's
low note
45 Fiber plant
47 Turkish
regiment
50 Walking stick
51 Be in debt
54 Hindu
cymbals
55 Carpenter's tor
56 Stitch
57 Recede
58 Smallest
r.Jrnber
59 Golf mound
ACROSS

um

um

that only half of such taxes
paid could be deducted.
-Added to the list of "tax
preferences" wouldbe all itemized deducations above 70 per
cent of adjusted gross income.
The panel rejected 27 to 8 a
rival proposal, offered by Rep.
Joe D. Waggonner Jr., D-La.,
for a "minimum taxable income."
Under this approach, recommended by President Ford, the
minimum taxable income
would have been an alternative
tax. An individual would have
paid it only if his regular income tax was less that the minimum taxable income.
Committee tax experts estimated the Waggonner proposal
would have raised $588 million
next year, compared to the $700
million that would come from
the committee-approved proposal.

111h111106111111111ilgililillil

111111111M111111110111111111
.
JUU111•::"
MAN'111111111111111111111111
1111•114111111111611111111
111111111111111111111111§211111111

1111111M111111111111MIIIIN
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DOWN

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

1 Jump
1%t

I HEARD
'(OUR FAMILL(
IS 60N6 ALOW
FOR THE
WEEKEND IMMO

9_12

a.
Gov. Julian Carroll
presents Arnold
Mitchell,
commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, a proclamation declaring Saturday, Sept.
27 Hunting and Fishing Day in Kentucky.....
Aiso
_
present -when the Governor signed the proclamation in
Frankfort were Roy Hacidix, left, president of the
League of Kentucky Sportsmen, and
Warren
Rosbottom, state coordinator of National Hunting and
Fishing Day for the league. (Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
photo)
r.

Y

ASK &NUR
WHAT DO
MOM IF SHED ‘i0U KNOW
LIKE TO KIRE ABOUT HOUSE
A HOUSE
SI TTIN6LA
SITTER

WHAT WOULD ‘01./ DO
IF IT CRIED?

ENOUGH!

1

114-,
.re.•

e
- I/

..-as

-MISTER?
COH,SMITH

2
- - - I'M VERY
PLEASED THAT
-YOU'RE 50 FOND
OF MY
DOG--

-BUT I. WISH
YOU WOU LDNit
-4
'
-PET HIM

.19me

a
.....
.
_ _._

IiiI

41'

411MA
rill
---•

BiiTTON THAT
POCKET, BEETLE
EETLE BAILEY

1...11111•11.-.11-

2
3
4
5
6
7

as the special tax treatment of
capital gains.
Present law also allows deduction of any regular taxes
that the individual, may have
paid.
The committee-approved proposal would retain the current
approach of imposing the minimum tax as a levy to be paid
in addition to an individual's
regular income tax. But it
would make these changes:
-Raise the 10 per cent rate
to 14 per cent.
-Cut the $30,000 exemption
to $20,000. Then even this $20,000 would be reduced, dollar for
dollar as the amount of the tax
preference income rises above
$20,000. Thus, someone with
$40,000 in tax preference items
would have no exemption.
-The deduction of any regular taxes the person may have
Paid would be cut in half, so

__107

aga

rile

owe Sara._

FOR THE FAST TIME
IN OVER 30 '/EAR5
THEE'5 NO WAR
AN*WHERE IN
THE WORLD,

1141/”.0•.a.
-

(
AND ISN'T PT iNTERESTINer
HOW WARE OFTEN START
OVER LITTLE TeliNGS LIKE
UNBL1TTONEP POCKETS

111.7
4. 44.

CLASSIFIED ADS!
the biggest selections
of anything you could possibly want to buy ... read
our classifieds. You're
t bound to find it!
For

2. Notice
LIKE TO make "Adventures in the Bible" the
RIGHT WAY! Call Dr.
David Roos about making
a 15 day Holy Land trip,
this coming June, 197§f
with
Meier's
International Study League.
Call 753-3824.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

.48. .1
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Murray Coins
And Antiques
opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
153-0140.

CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

NOTICE
Charles M. Aarkorsea, Freddie
W. /AcCey, and Stephens I.
Cmtren
The Jackson Purchase Ifreakesfac Cmaspety,
toodorml an applicatioa for a
construction permit for a ma
standerA breeicest station for
Merrey, Iteehreky, on September I, 197S. Wm fealties
remsested or. 1130 IOU, 250
with dertium, class II. Tim
prepose.1 trensinitter site is
2.05 ogles north of West Pop*
Street off Nail 1616 Street.
The propese4 Power height is
?OS feet a. a. I. 71se proposed
location is to be determined. A
copy of Wm application is on
et Me Uiiiversity Day Care Coe
ter, 15tb & Oils. Street,
Murray, Itestocky, sad it
available for seas inspection
Awing normal braises. boars.

UCM Luncheon Will
Be Wednesday With

es4:

raCiu

Whoa yea need sopplies,
esti
we
luism best. We Issue steam
cleaners sad other demise
equipmeirt for rest.

inpriporroo or service
a. booning is what

dia
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Special Panel Group

AVERY PAPE
BIRD

Sun

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

Kings Den

PHONE NUMB/RS
FORT BOONESBOROUGH, to preserve wildlife.
"It's kind of funny," said ArKy. (API - A state legislator
FOR THE
says some laws passed in a nold. "We're still working on
[EDGER
& TIMES
1775 pioneer legislative session most of these.
DEPARTMENTS
"And will be again soon," he
remain issues in the Kentucky
said, referring to the 1976 GenARE AS F011OWS
General Assembly today.
State legislators donned pio- eral Assembly.
"Yes," said Benson, noting
neer regalia complete with
News-, - -130eibN. bnd
guns and knives Sunday to re- the early efforts of the pioneers
Sports
753-1918
enact that earlier meeting, the to preserve game and range
Retail Display d'd lands,
"we're still working on
first legislative session of a piovertisiog 753- 19 19
neer government west of the environmental issues."
Classified
Display,
Alleghenies.
Classified, CirculatioRep. Bob Benson, D-Louisn and the Business
• vile, played Daniel Boone's
Office
may
be
part; Rep. Adrian Arnold, Dreached
on
753-19
/6
w1-4AkT DO YOU
Sterling,
Mount
played Isaac
BIRD T1.47
9
.
and 753-1917
REED 1.4 I M 7
Rite of Boiling Springs (now
Danville), and other legislators
took the parts of 18 other representatives of three nearby setA panel of three members of
tlements.
the Murray State University
The pioneers from Harrods- community will be speakers at
If You
burg, Boiling Springs and St. this Wednesday's United
(now
Stanford)
Asaph
met
at
Campus
Ministry
luncheon.
1•
Need Them:
Fort Boonesbot-ough on May 23,
The MSU students on the
4'
1775, to form a government.
Fire
panel will be - Tom Hipp, a
753-1441
Virginia believed it owned the graduate
Police
753-1621
student
in
4
area, and the four settlements Agricultural Engineering, and
Rescue
753-6952
C
410
wanted recognition of Trans-- Duncan Hart, a freshman,
Ambulance
753-9332
q-zz
.71ISI
ylvania, which would later be- majoring in Radio and TV.
Hospital Emergency..
come Kentucky, as a separate Frank Julian, Vice President
753-5131
VIT5 UNNATCHERAL
entity.
for Student Development, will
FO'A FOOTBALL TO
Comprehensive Care...
The re-enactment of the ses- pe the other panelist.
-•
sion drew some 600 to 700
753-6622
KICK A PERSON !!:'The panelists will describe
spectators to the replica of the student needs as
see gieM
..P_Qison_cmot.rka
fort Daniel on established:
arid will-digass the role of the
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
s
They watched the legislators Student Development' office in
Need Line .. 753-NEED
1introduce and pass nine laws: meeting those needs.
',earn to Read. .753-2288
one establishing courts, another
The luncheons are held each
regulating a militia, one to pun- Wednesday from 12:30 to 1:20 at
Social Concerns
ish criminals and one to inn- the UCM at 301 N. 15th Street:.
Committee and
-wove timbrued-uf hocoetp-- -• iFhe pubttr-IT mtb11-113 the-The
• Another lake banned swearing university community are infind Sabbath tweaking, one was vited. For information or
to preservelhe range, another reservations call 753-3531.
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2. Notice

753-7753

THE MONSTER
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WASHINGTON (AP)- The price of a gallon of imported
fuel oil will drop 1.5 cents as the result of the Ford administration's decision to remove the 60-cents-a-barrel import fee
on refined petroleum products, officials say. Federal Energy
Administrator Frank G. Zarb announced the move Sunday
and said President Ford will decide soon whether or not to
remove a $2-per-barrel fee on crude oil imports. Dropping the
60-cent fee came as a response to the abrupt lapse in price
controls on most domestically produced oil, which could
result in higher prices and spur inflation.
WASHINGTON (AP)- A $6.2-billion appropriation bill
is turning out to be a lightning rod that attracts such controversial issues as school busing, the occupational health
and safety law and abortions. The debate, which is resuming
today, has delayed the measure which Senate leaders had
hoped to pass last week and then turn to legislation dealing
with natural gas. The bill would provide funds for the Department of Health,Education and Welfare and the Labor Department.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A special federal court is
hearing three hours of arguments on Richard M. Nixon's attempt to reclaim ownership of millions of documents and the
White House tapes accumulated during his presidency. In the
oral arguments today,lawyers for the former president were
expected to claim that Nixon has a constitutional right of
swnership to the 42 million documents and thousand& of
hours of tape reels from his administrations.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The long-shot possibility that
the Senate intelligence committee would become a launching
pad for a 1976 presidential candidacy of Sen. Frank Church
appears to have faded. Already months behind its original
schedule, the panel is unlikely to finish its task before next
year, forcing Church to continue a self-imposed ban on presidential politicking until well into the primaries.
MORRISTOV•rN, N.J (AP)- A judge hears arguments
today on the request of Joseph T. Quinlan that his adopted
daughter be allowed to die. Quinlan filed the suit Sept. 12,
seeking court approval to disconnect a hospital's respirator
from Karen Ann Quinlan, 21, which would result in her death
"within minutes" because it is "God's will," he said. Doctors
say the coma was probably caused by an overdose of alcohol
and drugs and there is no chance of recovery.
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)-In the wake of the capture of
Patricia Hearst, federal investigators are checking for
Possible links between the Syrnbionese Liberation Army and
terrorist bombings around San Francisco in the last 20 months. FBI Agent-in-charge Charles Bates said evidence - including explosives gathered in connection with the arrests
Thursday of Miss Hearst and three comrades-is being compared with evidence on recent Bay area bombings.
MIAMI (AP)- Tropical storm Eloise, which killed 42
people as a hurricane, was expected to be a hurricane again
early today as it plowed northward through the Gulf of Mexico for an expected assault somewhere between the Mississippi Delta and Florida's Panhandle. "Conditions favor a
further increase in strength to hurricane force this morning," said forecaster Gil Clark at the National Hurricane
Center in Miami. "It is quite likely that hurricane warnings
will be issued for portions of the northcentral or northeastern
Guff Coast later this morning."
UNITED NATIONS,N.Y.(AP)-Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
have completed another round of nuclear arms talks and
plan to meet again in Europe next months after the Kremlin
reaches a decision on key unresolved issues. "We clarified
each other's views," said Kissinger, summing up Gromyko's
talk with President Ford last Thursday and three meetings
totaling 11,42 hours between the secretary of state and the
Soviet foreign minister in Washington and New York.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Street fighting exploded
again in Beirut's eastern suburbs today despite efforts of
high-level Syrian mediators to make a weekend cease-fire effective. Moslem leftists and right-wing Christians fought
with machine guns, mortars and grenades. Snipers fired at
passersby from rooftops despite a government pledge to hunt
them down. Sunday had been a day of comparative calm
following agreement on a cease-fire Saturday night.
PARIS (AP)- The chief of a rebel tribe in the northcentral African nation of Chad is reported holding out for supplies instead of cash to ransom French archeologist Francoise Claustre, captured with two other Europeans 17 months
ago in a raid on a desert village. Marc C,ombes, who escaped
the rebel camp in a stolen Landrover some time ago,said in a
French television interview Sunday that he believed rebel
chief Hissen Habre will carry out his threat to shoot Mrs.
Claustre on Tuesday if the French government does not meet
his terms.

Re-Enactment Made Of
22„3, 1775 Legislative Session
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News In Brief
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Hew Hours:
maiii
7 tot Moe -Sat

I
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2t6inswTe xaco
W.
753-7780

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.

COL
Worn
Circl
436-2

4 x5
dist
The
use
utili
use.

MIX]
$12.1
Call

5 Lost And found
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

6. Help Wanted

16 H

EXTE
chin
map
7930

PLAI
COUI

HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.
PART TIME HANDYMAN
with truck to do yard
work, paint, light carpentry. Call 753-3493.
EXPERIENCED SERVICE station man. Must
be capable of doing minor
mechanic work. Full time
employment. Call 4749739.
8. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, 3388.00.1 x
12 1432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
PIëè normal delivery. We
build all sizes Of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage,sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
on
Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.
10. Business Opportunity

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
Re In Busine,F'.ir Yourself
F'ull Or Part Time

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
To Service Stores- Dea ier3
Racks of Bycycle Parts
No Experience necessary. as
pany will turn over accountsforComto supply and service, establishedyou
in
your immediate area by Company,
for SIMBA BICYCLE
PART'S-ACCES This at this time
is a
BLX)MING ktiDUSTRY and the accounts you will service shall
be
located in Hardware, Variety
Super
Markets, Bicycle, Discount,
and
College Book Stores, etc.
'117Tir POTE NTI A I is
virtuall,
unlimited, our records show
that
11911.00 and more for each day
worked
is a very conservative
figure and
estimate
A $1595 00
INVF:NTORY immediate i investment puts
you in
your own busipess Hight
Now.
WRI1T7 TODAY
faluctt_phattai,,
SPVIBA SAI„MCORP
:1552 Witte Street
Philadelphia, Pa 191
.
14

•
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12. Insurance

11. Vacuum Cleaners

HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
MOBILE HOME and home
owners insurance at low
rates. Joe Sledd Insurance agency, 753-1408.

I

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
eitl-A
Pion. 153-0489
.15011
frotigi Of Siltlit

INSURANCE
Homeowners, farmowners,
mobile
homeowners, low rates
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Murray, Ky.

14. Want To Buy
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

15. Articles For Sale

lours:
on Sat
air

Texaco
753-7780

)USECLEAN. Call 753-4917.

'ARTY PLAN
;Teat hostess
Holiday griftk.
Mathis, 1705
'hone 753-8284.

72,1975

ALL TYPES of Aladdin
lamp parts, lox on
chimneys, mantles etc.
Parts for old telephones
and we do chair caning.
Hubert Coles Antique
Shop, 34x miles South on
641. Phone 502-492-8714.
COLLECTION
OF
Womans Day and Family
Circle magazines. Call
436-2285.
4 x 5 AND ALSO 2x5 store
display table fixtures.
These tables are good for
use in farmers' markets,
utility tables, or .bome
use. Call 753-6067.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.

ound

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

19. Farm Equipment

CEIAINLINK
FENCING
installed or material only.
Custom made gates, Free
Estimate All Star Fence
& Supply Co. Call Collect
Paris,642-6492 or 642-8947.

1970 MODEL 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor. Call
753-2913.

27. Mobile Home Sales

BLACK LOCUST seasoned
posts. 0. A. Bogard. Call
435-4521.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

NEW AND USED John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Compelty, 153-4892.

1969 MOBILE HOME, 12
60, all electric, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
$4,000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-8654.

20. Sports Equipment
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

1973 ATLANTIC 12x60 with
central heat and air. Call
after 5 p. m. 435-4537.

HOLIDAY
60x12,
2
bedroom, 2 baths, all
electric, air conditioned,
washer, dryer, dish22. Musical
washer, all house furniture, new carpet. Call
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano, 753-2207 after 5 p. m.
organ, guitar, clarinet
and accordion. J. & B. 12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
Music, Call 753-7575.
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
carpeted
throughout,
UPRIGHT PIANO for sell.
refrigerator and stove,
Call 753-6251.
electric fireplace, unEPIPHONIC BASS guitar, derpinned, excellent
condition.,Call Z53-9816.
Peavey bass amp. Call
753-6221 after 2:00 p. m.
1971 12 x 40 AT COACH
Ask for Ricky Peal.
Estates. See Jerry Turner
at
Dwain
Taylor
SAXAPHONE-ALTO,
Chevrolet.
Conn, deluxe case, almost
new. Call 753-2583.
NICE 12 x 50 trailer on box
320 lot on Pottertown
Register New
Road, furnished, in good
condition for $9,000. 1973
double wide mobile home
$1.50.. Now
in Futrell Subdivision at
753-7575
edge of Murray, already
J. Et B. Music
set-up, lot 120x 150, priced
at only $13,500.00. Moffitt
PIANO TUNING, repair
Realty Co., 206 South 12th,
and rebuilding, prompt
753-3597service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 753- 1972 AMERICANA, extra
8911.
nice mobile home. 12'x64'

I

Class Guitar

I

24. Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

two bedroom, 2 bath with
carpet and central air,
hurricane straps, and
underpinning. Can rent
lot if desired. $5,200. Call
489-2440.

16 Home Furnishings

nth old male
for Retreiver
Bay Resort
ird offered.
3662.

ted

OR Watkins
s. Call 753-

HANDYMAN
to do yard
., light car753-3493.
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f doing minor
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1_16, $576.00.
de-liver-Y. We
es Of storage
ake cottages,
patios and
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rom 12' up.
on
Hick's
'ad. Call 753-

HEATERS, 29. Mobile Home Rentals
WOOD
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
enamel cabinet. $19925.
Home Parks. South 16th
Waft Hardware, Paris,
Street. Homes and spaces
Tenn.
PLAID BROWN Kroehler
for families only. Call 753couch. Perfect condition.
3855.
KNIT MATERIAL $.50 per
$125. Call 753-7791.
yard. 250 yards. Call 75332 Apartments For Rent
5281 after 6 p. m.
VINYL SOFA, 2 chairs,
footrest, $150.00. Royal
electric typewriter, 2 WHEEL TRAILER. 55 TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Married
$85.00. Portable
gallon steel drums, new.
couples. Call Lowell King
panasonic TV,$65.00. Call
Call 753-8353 days; nights
753-3810.
436-2373.
mornings
753-4588.
EXTRA NICE custom built
china cabinet, dark
maple. $300.00. Call 7537930.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
every
of
purchase
upright Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.

FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
, and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
Lumber Company, 7533161.

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
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Part Ilme

'OR NEEDED

dores-Itealers
ycYcle Parts

'eeessar). as Comer accountsfor You
vice. estatihshed in
area by Company.
YCI.P. PARTS-ACthis time is a
ISTRY arnd the acservice shall he
are, Variety Saner
C. Discount, and
CS. etc
1AI; is virtually
ecords show that
w each day worked
Native figure and

VENTORY imnent puts you in
'Right Now.
..„,LI•Eluds_ggsgia_

IPS CORP
tte Street .
lia, Pa 19154

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

GOOD 19118 FORD Torino, LICENSED ELECT- I WOULD LIKE to keep
TRICIAN - Prompt, children in my home
$650. 1972 Pinto, $1,275.
efficient service. No job
during the day for
1957 Chevrolet, $125. Call
too small. Call Ernest
working parents. Any
489-2595.
White. 753-0605.
hours between 7a. m. and
6 p. m. Monday through
1974 PINTO. Best offer.
Friday regularly. Call
Norman Stacy. Palistine YARD WORK, tree cutting
753-4908 for more inChurch Road.
done. Call 753-2732.
formation.
1955 CHEVY BUS camper,
sleeps six, fully self
contained. 260-6 cylinder.
Call 753-5827.

SAVE FUEL, underpen
your mobile home with
fiberglass.60 ft. x 12ft. x3
ft. high approximately
850.00. Styrofoarn 4 x 8 x
11" sheets insulation at
$2.60 each. Roes & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Box
88, Martin, Tennessee
38237. Phone 517-2420.
Open 6 days a week.

HAULING. EXPERIENCED ElecLIGHT
Livestock hauling and trician. 30 years depensmall appliances. Call dable
service,
r,
4364844 or 436-5472.
homewiring, remodeling
repairs, service changes,
Iley-Sel-Resemb
fri,
e,,.
50. Campers
..,
PAIN- grain bins & dairy barns.
EXPERIENCED
(bat
1.&11. Mask)
9- az
431t0
TER will do interior or All work guaranteed. Call
••••••
753-7575
_
.
4,14.00e.P.....e.
22 FT, FULL.11 -WAX- eateries' work by She hone- - y53_74841 ,
NIWY ITEM- AI2MINISTRATION ECONO1iIS-1‘
contained travel trailer
or job. 753-8343.
PRE1,1CT THE n.ir-LATION RATE WILL 500N
1972 model. Sacrifice
ROY HARMON'S Car- WILL DO baby sitting. Call
MODERATE.
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
penter Shop (old ice 753-0809 after 4 p.m.
South 16th Street. Call 753- GUTTERING BY Sears,
plant). complete
3855.
Sears seamless gutters
32 Apartments For Rent 43. Real -Estate
reModeling and repairs, CARPET CLEANING,
your a"cabinets,
installed
per
paneling, doors, experienced, very
specifications. Call Larry formica work,
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
reasonable rates,
finish
APART- NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
FURNISHED
free
Lyles at 753-2310 for
Coachman, Trail Star,
carpentry, contracting
references, free
MENTS. One or two
estimates.
within view of Highway Fold down, unique, Good
Phone 753-4124 or 751,4790
estimates. Quick drying.
bedrooms. Zimmerman
641. Estate of Alfred used trailers, kt mile east CARPENTRY
Call 753-6827 or 753-9618.
WORK. nights.
Apartments South 16th
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Remodeling,
room
adStreet. 753-6609.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
ditions, any type of home
527-7807.
improvements.
Free
46. Homes For Sale
estimates. 436-5840.
51. Services Offered
For Rant
2 Bedroom Apartments
HAULING AND yard work
FOR
SALE-Frame
refrigerator,
ALUMINUM SERVICE
Stove,
done. Call 753-2732.
House, work shop and 5
water furnished, all
COMPANY siding by
acres
of
land
3
miles
west
electric, central heat
Alcoa.
Awnings
by JOHN
HUTCHENS'
of Midway. Call 492-8729
and air.
Howmet Aluminum or
Plumbing and Electric.
after
5
p.
m.
or
762-2154.
Start at 915 month, no
Rigid Vinyl. No down
No jobs too small. Call
iginn&a,Free,!tabulates, 4364542 early morning or
Pets
rffIVill E..ff &Hey, 49-2.- late afternoon.
Merrily Manor
Avoid Costly Home Repairs
HOME HUNTING? You
8897, Bobby Lawrence
Apartments
will find a large selection
492-8879.
753-8668
TUTORING CHILDREN
in all price ranges at
with special learning
Wilson Realty, Auction M&B CONSTRUCTION
needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
and Insurance. Across
lancrscaping,
CO.,
33. Rooms For Rent
negotiable. Call 753-8761.
Nemo meal wed operated ems IR years. De ..t sigii any seetrect
from Post Office, Phone
backhoe work, general
surd ji Is %Nebo/
753-3263. Nights and
hogging,
hauling,
bush
HAVE ROOMS in a country
PAINTING AND general
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
plowing and discing. Call
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
home. Connie Lampe.
handywork done,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753436-2540.
Flies Roach's'. Sliver Fish ond Shrubs
Call 436-2510.
reasonable prices. Call
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345753-2'732.
2343, Loretta Jobs 753- CONTACT
SHOLAR
37. Livestock - Supplies
6079. Member M. L. S.
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work, HAVING TROUBLE
&it01.1
FIVE WEENING pigs.
getting those small
PEST
ONTOOL
FOUR BEDROOM, 3
or trucking needs. Phone
Phone 436-2240.
enocsionom
plumbing jobs done?
in
house
baths,
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354It I
Then call 753-6614.
Gatesborough. Qualifies
8161 after 7 p. m.
38. Pets - Supplies
for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208
GREAT DANE puppies.
GREAT POSSIBILITIES
Call after 5, 753-7838.
with this 3 bedroom, 1
bath frame home in the
BIRD CAGE for parakeet
south-eastern part of the
or canary and a breeder
city. Gas heat, carpeting,
cage. Reasonable. Call
his alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
and full basement. Just
753-5954.
the paper and sine for hand! reference)
$16,000. Contact BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
3 BEAGLE puppies, 1
N. 12th or call 753-8080.
female, 2 males. Call 7530620.

6

Clock Shop

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

A

Dial-A-Service

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

Covers Gentlemen! Thef's
whet you'll be when yew ewe
this tour bedroom brio Met 5
taistetes from city end priced in
tb. let 30, OWIlw wl teeinfer trod*.

FOR SALE

Recycled Denim

Murray Metal

Fire
753-1441

Iron, aluminum, copper, cast, batteries, and radiators.

On eft of the bettor sheeted lots
10 Allerrei, 3 be4reem brick with
firmness close to the college.
When les mil Reel Wirt'
Across from Pest office
Phone 7$3-3263.

OtERRirs

A L R Home
Improvement

502-492-8837 1

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

ELECTRICAL WIRING
RESIDENTIAL S.
COMMERCIAL
Installations&
Service

474-8841
753-7203

Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

24 Hour Service

ANDERSON ELECTRIC

Paper
Hanging
Painting

If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair

753-9437

753-0961

East Side Small
Engine

Residences, commercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte.6, Box 68

D.C.
Roofing
New Roofs
Reroofing
Re airs

Squash Blossom

Have you shopped here yet?
--

Taber's Body
Shop

eRealtor,,505

Police
753-1621

121 S.(Clarks River Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

Free stima es
Murray Hwy
Dexter, Ky

41.•

Highest Prices Paid

34 Acres wit /isted 21 ecres
Webb! Mil *OR $330 pm sae.

TWO
STORY,
four
bedroom brick, 2 full.
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
TO BUY or sell Real
Murray
neighborhood.
Estate, call or see us at
Lots of trees, well land16'60 AMP Electric service
or ent
Fulton Young Realty, 408
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
pole, complete. Call 753ice
large
S.
4th, phone 753-7333. We
furnished
appointment.
0870.
partment for 3, 4 or 5
have local and out of state
-•
iris.
handle COLDWATER, I
and
buyers
year,
property of all kinds, in
new, large 3 bedroom
Phone
and
Kentucky
both
house. Extra large lot, 2
753-5865
Tennessee. We need youi
ear attached garage,
or 753-5108
listings now. Home
patio, separate laundry
phones: Fulton E. Young,
room,, central air and
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson... hat, built-in range
and
DUPLEX TWO bedroom,
753-3744
dishwasher. Ex10 Pair
central heat and air. Call
traordinary. Must see to
753-7850.
Waist Size 32-38
THE QUALIFIED perappreciate. Call 489-2493.
sonnel at Guy Spann
ONE BEDROOM furnishea
Cali
Realty are waiting to talk 47. Motorcycles
apartment. Located by
to you regarding your real
After 5:00
White Hall $105.00 per
estate needs. Our time is
month, Part of utilities,
your time. Give us a call 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
No Calls On Tuesday
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
couples prefered. Phone
or drop by the office at 901
m.
753-3805.
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
1975 HARLEY DAVIDSON
Glider. Call 354-8569.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail Ky
1918), a blacktop road, 1973 YAMAHA, 500 street
near Hamlin, Ky and
bike, windshield and
Chandler Park. These lots
electric start. $800. Make
are located in an exoffer. Call 489-2733.
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
Turquoise Jewelry
-a-short -distanre-1:6 -bUt
Wicker,Pottery, Leather, Mexican
launching facilities at 1974 VEGA, DELUXE 200
Chandler Park. Each amp service pole. 1950
Flower Pots "very colorful".
tract is nicely wooded and
Chevrolet 24 ton truck.
has good building sites. Call 436-5610.
Bank Americard
Master Charge
Electric and phone are in
107 N. 4th St.
10:00 to 5:30
the area. Reasonably 1955 CHEVROLET, 2 door
-4
"
-tiFi'reirISITiir".1CriiiSi-uer,
1-51115FIW•aglIfT;-Isar miya
Main Street. /- or unusual. Cell 753-4641
Murray, 753-0101 or .753and after 5 p. m., call 7533724
7531

753-0889

'OR NEEDED

51. Services Offered

49. Used Cars & Trucks

Hwy.94 East

rho sin el tIto proilisstonal
•DAILY SERVICES 0 CARPETS
•FLOORS 0 WALLS I FURNITURE
•STATIC-PROOFING•SANITIZING
Coil cou.ct
(502) 335-3506

Denny W. Lawrence, Jr.
Professional Cleaning
Service Master of
'j Western Kentucky

Hinman's
Rentals
* U.S. Taws, 1191.11 AIM.an
pet & tile tests. no a Dry sec.
Scrubber & hasher, Sews:
chill, RI, sim.iel! end coot,
fureitere, lollies, lochs gee I
sewer !eels, etc

753-5703
802 N
Murray

18th. Street

753-3037,
Dunn Furniture
-4

Quasar

J

lr-V-

Appliance

So 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Jackhammer
Work Done

24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-3134

753-9290

-753-613

Free Estimates

T.V. Sales
and Service

Quality Service
Company

753-3303

753-7414
436-5840

Commercial, residential,
Industnal

F

Ve Service AD Brands'''
1301 Chestnut Murray, Ky. V-

Coo-crete - floors-walls
removed or replaced,
driveways poured and
finished. Experienced?
finishers. Sandblasting in
the near future

Spray Pointing

382-2299
153-7915
Commercial, Residential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Free Estimate

Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1
Plumbing
Electric Sewer
Cleaning

436-2490
Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
NormaiiKimmerzell

Winchester
Prinling
Service, Inc.
While You Wait
duplicating

1753-.5397
102 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky

Free
Termite Inspection
hits, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite it Pest
100s13th
Control St.

9017642-5209
Earl Stanley,
1 ctlirics,,(..-

753-3914
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Area School Boards
To Meet In Benton

Funerals I Lukas Sextet To Appear Debate Delays Passage Of
At Lake Barkley Lodge $36.2 Billion Appropriation
Funeral Is Today

At New Mt. Carmel
For Mrs. McCuiston

Germany, the land of the delightful evening with an In,hree B's; Bach, Beethoven, ternational flavor.
Authentic German folk
and Brahms, is also celebrated'
as the land of the waltz. The music, waltz, and modern, as
lilting music of the Lukas Sextet well as American "Pop" will be
will make an exclusive U.S. performed under the baton of
appearance in Kentucky. A Lukas Jansen, band director of
special tour will bring the band the Sextet, which has its home
• o Lake Barkley State Park on base in Lorup. The band wears
typical native costumes of the
September 24.
This Sextet, which has ap- old Hanover state of Northern
peared at celebrations and fairs Germany, affording the public
in all the major cities of West an opportunity to learn
Germany, is flying to Kentucky something of the cultural life of
for a limited engagement which people from other lands, as well
includes a tour of five State as its influence in our own
Parks. Each Park is planning a musical and social heritage.
The cost of the buffet is $4.95,
special all-German menu to
coincide with the appearance of and will be served from 5:30
he band. Such delicious foods p.m. to 7:30 p.m. The band will
as Mett sausages, sauerkraut, be playing at intervals in the
hot potato salad, and soft dining room at this time and the
pretzels, set the pace for a following concert is free.

Mrs. Joe B. (Linde) McCuiston of New Concord died
Saturday at 2:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of
age.
Thedeceased was preceded in
death by her husband, Joe B.
McCuiston, on April 1, 1958. She
was a member of the New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church. Born
November 4, 1887, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the liZe David Bucy and Lucy
Sr reader Bucy.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Robert t Lucy) Williams,
Murray Route Five; three sons,
Allen and Bill McCuiston, New
Concord, and..,..11loodrow McCuiston, Clarksville, Tenn.;
seventeen grandchildren;
Twenty-seven great grandchildren.
Mrs. McCuiston was preceded
in death by one daughter, Miss
MIAMI (AP) - Tropical
Alma McCuiston, and two sons,
Nathan Thomas McCuiston and Storm Eloise, which killed 42
people as a hurricane last
G. W. McCuiston.
Funeral services are being week, became a hurricane
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the again today, aiming its 85 mileNew Mt. Carmel Baptist Church per-hoar winds and driving rain
with Rev. Thurman Penick and at the Florida-Alabama Gulf
Rev. Lawson Williamson of- Coast.
The hurricane was expected
ficiating. The Church Choir,
directed by Freeman Willough- to hit the area of Mobile, Ala.,
by with Gary McClure as and Pensacola, Fla., late today,
pianist, will have the song said Neil Frank, director of the
National Hurricane Center in
service.
Grandsons serving as active Miami.
Eloise was located some 275
and honorary pallbearers are
Johnny and Jinlmy Williams, miles south of New Orleans at 8
Mason, Mae, - Danny, 'Billy' 8.2727-EDT.
Hurricane warnings were isDonald, Larry, Donnie, Jackie,
sued from Grand Island, La., to
and Chris McCuiston.
Burial will be in the Mc- Apalachicola, Fla.
Eloise was moving north at
Cuiston Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock- 14 m.p.h "and is expected to
gradually turn toward the
Coleman Funeral Home.
north-northeast this afternoon,
with the center reaching the
coast in the Mobile-Pensacola
area this evening or tonight,"
said Frank in an 8 a.m. advisory.
"Conditions remain favorable
for
the hurricane to continue to
Mrs. N. P. (Beatrice C.)
Hutson of 1008 Main Street,
Murray, died Saturday at 9:20
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 84
years of age, and was preceded
The revival services at the
In death by husband in 1955.
Grace Baptist Church will
The Murray woman served on
continue through Sunday,
the board of directors of the
September 28, with the pastor,
Hutson Chemical Company. She
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speaking
was a member of the First
each day this week at two p.m.
United Methodist Church, Alice
and 7:30 p.m.
Waters Circle of the United
Directing the song service is
Methodist Women, and the
Leland Peeler with Dwane
Department
Home
of the
Jones as the organist and Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club. Born
Terry Downing as the pianist.
September 6, 1891, in Calloway
The public is invited to attend
County, she was the daughter of
the late Walter Crisp and Laura the services at the church
located on South Ninth ExFerguson Crisp.
tended, Murray.
Mrs. Hutson is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Robert
(Betty) Buckingham, 1717
Magnolia, Murray; one son,
Dan Hutson, 709 Olive, Murray;
NEW YORK (AP) - The
one sister, Mrs. Tom Collie,
Benton; two brothers, Dwight stock market was mixed today
Crisp, Murray, and Carl Crisp, with profit takers reining in the
Almo; one granddaughter, Mrs. sharp rally of the past two sesAda Sue Hutson Selwitz; three sions.
The Dow Jones average of 30
grandsons, Dan Hutson II and
David and Mark Buckingham. industrials, up 30.74 in the
The funeral was held this surge of buying Thursday and
morning at 10:30 at the chapel Friday, had tailed off 2.04 to
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral 827.75 by noon today. But gainHome with Dr. James Fisher ers maintained a 3-2 edge on
and Rev. Morrison Galloway losers at the New York Stock
officiating. Music was by Ann Exchange.
Brokers noted that the move
Doran, soloist, and Bea Farrell,
to cash in on some profits came
organist.
Active pallbearers were along with a slight finning in
David and Mark Buckingham, some key short term interest
Dan Hutson II, James Dale rates. A decline in rates was a
Clopton, Henry Fulton, and Z. major contributor to last
C. Enix. Serving as an honorary week's gains in the stock margroup were members of the ket.
The NYSE's composite index
Alice Waters Circle and the
of all its listed common stocks
Tuesday Bridge Club.
Interment was in the Murray was down .02 at 45.51. On the
American Stock Exchange, the
Cemetery.
market value index rose .17 to
84.73.

WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
$36.2 billion appropriation bill is
turning out to be a lightning
rod that attract' such controversial issues as school busing, the occupational health and
safety law and abortions.
The debate, which is resuming today, has delayed the
measure which Senate leaders
had hoped to pass last week
and then turn to legislation
dealing with natural gas. The
bill would provide funds for the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Labor
Department.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia, the Democratic whip,
says a new antibusing amendment being offered by him
would prevent HEW from using

Eloise Reaches Hurricane
Strength Again Early Today

Rites Held Today
At Funeral Chapel
For Mrs. Hutson

strengthen before reaching the
coast. Gales extend outward 125
miles north of the center."
Tides were expected to be
five to eight feet above normal
near, or just east, of the ptuit
where the eye crosses the
coast.
Eloise was a killer hurricane
last week when it left 42 dead
as it crossed Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic, but it
lost its punch before moving
over the tip of Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula lite, Saturday.
"As soon alit got over ..tipen
water Tigain7 Eloise started to
slowly regain strength," a
spokesman said. "The water
temperatures in the Gulf are

MSU Debaters
Prepare For
New Season

mu:gtock /1/fazket

Mrs. Gussie McClain died
Friday evening at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 73 years of age and a
resident of Hardin.
_
Survivors are one son, 4ohn
McClain, Chicago, III.; tone
sister; Mrs. Winnie Kruse,
Chicago, Ill.; three brothers,
Eulous McNeely and Eukley
McNeely of Benton Route Five
- __and Sid McNeely-of Clneage,
III.; six grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Ewa Mathis officiatipg.
iFlwill be in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.

International
Debate Slated
At University

ban the use of federal health
funds for abortions.
Once the Labor DepartmentHEW bill is passed, the Senate
is scheduled to take up a bill
aimed at averting a natural gas
shortage,- this winter. It would
allow interstate pipelines to buy
any surplus in the intrastate
market over the next eight
months.
The House continues work
starting Tuesday on an omnibus energy conservation bill
it has been debating since July.
The measure would impose
tough price controls on domestic oil production- through a
three-tiered system. These
would roll back present oil
prices.
Republicans said President
Ford was certain to veto the
bill unless it is changed drastically Ina Senate-House conference.
Also coming up in Congress:
-The Select House Intelligence Committee resumes
its investigation of how good
U.S. intelligence was on major
world events, taking up on
Thursday the intelligence on
Turkey's invasion of Cyprus.
-The House Post Office and
Civil Service Committee is
scheduled to consider on Thursday whether members of Congress and federal employes will
have their pay raised by 5 per
cent or 8.66 per cent on Oct. 1.

Burnside Has Money, But
Can't the It For Deficit
BURNSIDE, Ky. (AP) This southern Kentucky town population 1,000 - faces a financial crisis somewhat different from other cities that have
continuing money problems.
There is money in the city
treasury in Burnside, but officials can't get it out.
"We've got about $70,000 in
the bank that we can't touch,"
says Mayor David Massey, 35.
The city can't use $36,000 in
revenue sharing money because
it's been earmarked for water
line repair; it can't use $13,000
in-ithe bank for the fire department fund, and it can't use
$20,000 held in reseve for the
city's water system, the mayor

explained.
"All these funds are set up to
the point that we've been advised we can't borrow from our
own money," he said.
"The revenue sharing was
pretty well earmarked, it's for
water line repair. On our fire
department fund some state
money was involved, and we
were advised we shouldn't borrow any money from that. On
our $20,000 in reserve on our
water system, I've been advised that we may not be able
to borrow from that one either," he said.
So the only solution, the mayor said, is to "tighten ow belts
and bear down."
In one belt-tightening move,
the city has reduced its police
force from two men to one. The
City Council planned to meet
tonight to consider applications
for the job of chief of police.
Currently, the job pays $100 a
week "plus living quarters,"
but the new chief's salary
"probably will be adjusted to a
little higher," Massey says.
The current police chief tried
to quit two weeks ago, but the
assistant chief was laid off for
refusing to move into the city
- a requirement for the chief's
job. That's when city officials
decided they needed only one
policeman anyway.
"This is a low budget city
and we are gonna try to go to
one policeman," Massey said.
"We are like about every other
town - we are having a hard
time.
"Expnses have gone up, we
haven't made adjustments on

The MSU debate team is
busily preparing for another
successful
year
of intercollegiate competition. This
year's squad will begin its
season with the traditional
jaunt to Murfressboro, Tn., to
participate in the 10th annual
Earlybird Debate Classic. The
Murray representatives will
depart on the afternoon of
October 1 for the three day K MA Convention
opener.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP( Dr. Jerry Mayes, director of
debate, at MSU indicated ex- More than 2,400 physicians and
treme optimism on the eve of professionals in allied health
the debate season. Dr. Mayes fields are expected at the 125th
annual Convention of the Kenwas
particularly
complimentary of a new freshman tucky Medical Association toShepardsville. Ike day through Wednesday.
from
Dr. Hoyt Gardner, president
Thacker,
a
freshman
presidential scholar and out- of the group, said malpractice
insurance for physicians will be
standing high school debater, is
expected to contribute greatly a prime topic, and that a 28in this year's success. Joining page preliminary report on
Thacker will be Keith Russell, a Kentucky's malpractice insursenior from Belleville, ill., and ance situation has already been
John Riley, a sophomore from prepared.
Gardner said the convention's
Murray. Russell and Riley were
House
of Delegates will vote
very successful last year and
Wednesday on resolutions conare expected to improve even
cerning malpractice insurance,
more this year.
continuing medical education
MSU's debate program is
open to any undergraduate with and other questions.
an interest in travel, com- Schwert Funeral
petition, hard work, and fun.
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP1 - A
The team will participate in
funeral was scheduled today for
seven
tournaments
this Mrs. Margaret
H. Schwert of
semester. Anyone interested in
Lexington, former president of NA Criticized
the inter-collegiate program
the Kerttucky League of Women
should contact Dr. Jerry
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Voters.
Mayes, director of forensics, at
Mrs. Schwert, 56, died Friday (AP)- A coal industry spokes762-4731 or Steve Johnson,
at the University of Kentucky's man and a conservationist both
graduate debate assistant-, *1-Albert B. Chandler Medical criticized the Tennessee Valley
762-4484.
Authority during a Western
Center.
Kentucky
University forum on
She ' headed the League of
mining.
Women Voters in Kentucky strip
Tom Duncan, president of the
from 1973 until last June, and
was on the jucidial reform Kentucky Coal Association, said
reclamation had been discommittee of the Legislative
couraged
by Tennessee Valley
Research Commission.
Authority ( TVA ) price policies
Mrs. Schwert was a retired
The Department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray State biochemist. She had received of about two decades ago.
TVA supplies electric power,
University recently announced her doctoral degree from the
Prices of stria of local interest at noon.
of it from coal-fired
most
EDT, today, furnished to the Lecher & plans to host international University of Minnesota.
plants, to Tennessee, much of
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of debates with . representatives
Murray. are as foliose/
Western Kentucky and part of
from Oxford University of Reckless Homicide
U S. Homes
5 4Alabama. The agency has
England. In observance Pf the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
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Revival Services
At Grace Church

Mrs. McClain Dies
At Local Hospital;
Rites Are Today

quite warm, and we see no reason why it shouldn't get stronger."
Meanwhile, tropical storm
Faye posed no danger to land
for the next several days as its
45 m.p.h. winds blew in the
open Atlantic about 750 miles
east-northeast of the Leeward
Islands.

the threat of withholding funds
to force schools to initiate busing to achieve racial balance.
None of the antibusing proposals under consideration
would prevent the court orders
which have led to most of the
busing now under way.
The busing issue flared last
week after the Senate adopted
an amendment of Sen. Joseph
R. Biden, D-Del., designed to
prevent HEW from pushing
busing.
Civil rights group became
alarmed that his language
would nullify Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act barring
grants of federal funds to states
and local governments which
practice racial segregation.
To meet the fears of civil
rights supporters, Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott, RPa., and Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, D-Minn., proposed
an amendment Friday to overturn the Biden rider. Byrd offered his proposal as a substitute for the Scott-Humphrey
measure.
The bill also attracted riders
last week that would limit the
enforcement of the occupational
health and safety law. Many
businessmen have protested to
Congress about the expense and
paperwork of complying with
the new law. The bill's managers say they may be faced
this week with amendments to

School board members and
administrators from 17 area
school districts will meet at the
Marshall County High School in
Benton on Wednesday, October
1, for the fall meeting of the
First Region of the Kentucky
School Boards Association
(KSBA).
Kaye Rtunfelt, a member of
the Fulton County Board of
Education and Chairman of the
First Region, will preside at the
dinner meeting, scheduled for
6:30 p. m.
Bill W. Howie, a member of
the Ballard County Board of
Education is vice-chairman of
the region, and Fulton County
School Superintendent Harold
Garrison serves as secretary of
the region.

Ihrough elected public school
boards to improve educational
opportunities for Kentucky's
school children.
'Attending the regional
meeting in Benton will be school
board members and administrators from the school
districts of Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg Counites,
and from the Independent
school districts of Fulton,
and
Murray,
Mayfield,
Paducah.

Volui

Capt. Lance Booth
Completes Training

Ft. Benning, Ga.--Army
Paducah board member Captain Lance E. Booth, son of
Hobert Harrifard serves as a _Wand La=.BaLan,Raute,
member of the Executive Murray, on Sept. 5 completed a
Committee of the KSBA Board 36-week infantry officer adof Directors.
vanced course at the Army
M. H. Ryan, a member of the Infantry School, Ft. Benning,
Murray Board of Education is Ga.
During the course, he was
also a member of the
Association's
Executive trained in the duties at company
Committee and serves as a and battalion level as oriented
member of the National School toward infantry operations. He
Boards Association's Federal also trairct in the responRelations Network, acting as sibilities of battalion, brigade
liaison between First Region and division staff Officers.
Capt. Booth entered the Army
school boards and Congressman
in June 1970 and was last,
Carroll Hubbard.
stationed at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
Meeting topics will include
A 1965 graduate of Calloway
presentations on legislative
County High School, the captain
matters and
Association
received a B.S. degree in 1970
programs and services. KSBA
from Murray State University.
state officers state they view

Hog Market

this meeting as an opportunity
for local school board members Federal State Market
News Service Sepand. administrators to discuss
Purchase Area Hog Market
their concerns, problems and Kentucky
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
issues of interest.
Receipts: Act 1757 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 75g mostly a $1.00 higher Sows mostly
School officials attending the 61.0010
our tax, a few things like this
$1.50 higher
163.00-6325
have really got us behind a meeting will elect officers of the US 1-2 200-230 Ibs
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
66275-63 00
little bit. We've got a bank note First Region for 1976.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$62.00-62 75
The Kentucky School Boards US 3.4260-280 lbs
161.50-62 00
for $3,000 and we'll probably
Sows
have to borrow $2,000 more at Association is a statewide, non- US 1-2 270-350 lbs
952.50-53.50
152.50-53.50.
the next meeting," the mayor profit organization of local US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US
1-3
450-650
lbs
$53.0044.00
boards of education. Founded in US 2-3300-000
said.
lbs
51.50-52.50
The town hasn't paid its police 1936, the KSBA works with and Boars $40 00-43.00
chief-or the assistant who
resigned two weeks ago- in
about a month, the mayor explained, and the money is
by William M. Boyd
needed to pay them and set
Need money? Make your own:
aside some funds for a new
It's all perfectly legal if you live
chief.
in certain South Pacific islands.
"By cutting policemen we'll
The women there weave
beautiful mats which are still
save about $5,000 a year,"
used as money as they have been
Massey said. "Some of the de'
for centuries.
nations we probably have in
If your automobile dealer doesn't want woven mats, see us
our budget we're gonna have to
for an economical Auto Loan. Stop in for details before you
take a serious look at."
buy any car.
The new chief will be required to work 40 hours a week
PEOPLES BANK
Member FDIC
and be on call.
tritRAT IT.
"But when he's free he can
Are You Registered To Vote?
do just about anything he wants
to do," Massey said.
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1. Scenes
2. Stars
3. Rock Groups
4. Comics
5. Fraternities
6. Sororities
7. Graphics

SHIRT FACTORY
1214 Main St. Murray, Across From The Dairy Queen
Open .417 1^-6, Frit.4..?; t: 8, ST11.4 1-5
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